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MEDIA CLIP CR EATION AND I) DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS, 
A.P PARAT US, AN ) M ETHOD S 

BACKGROUND 

1. Cross-Reference to Related Application 

[001] This application claims the benefit tinder 35 U.S.C. 119(e) of U.S. Provisional 

Application No. 61/954,267, filed on March 17, 2014, the entire contents of which is 

incorporated by reference herein.  

11. Field of Use 

10021 The present application relates generally to digital recording, processing and 

distribution.  

II. Description of the Related Art 

[0031 Smariphones and the Internet have revolutionized the way we communicate with each 

other. Today, it is commonplace for individuals to use their smartphones to record digital 

images and video, and share them with others via social media sites like Facebook. YouTube, 

Instagram, Twitter, etc. However, such "media sharing" is not without its drawbacks.  

[004] Capturing live events via digital video recordings typically results in long, uninteresting 

videos. For example, a kid's soccer game may be recorded by a parent hoping to capture a 

goal scored by the parent's child. This may yield several long videos where no goal is scored, 

or a recording of a such a goal preceded by several minutes of uninteresting footage. These 

video recordings tend to be large in size, making them slow to upload and distribute to others.  

They also consume large amounts of valuable bandwidth when distributed via wireless 

networks. Finally, they are difficult to organize and present to others in a way that makes them 

uniformly interesting and enjoyable to large numbers of individual observers.  

[0051 Users may manually edit these long videos in an attempt to reduce their size and focus 

on interesting aspects contained in the videos. However, most programs that allow for such 

editing are difficult and time-consuming to learn and use. The edited videos are then typically 

manually uploaded to websites such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and others.  

SUMMARY 

[0061 The embodiments described herein relate to apparatus, methods and systems for 

creating and distributing media clips. In one embodiment, a method is described, comprising
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creating a primary media recording of an event by a processor as the event occurs, receiving, 

from a user interface, an indication from a user of the content capture device when an activity 

occurs during the event, and in response to receiving the indication, creating a media clip of 

the activity by the processor from a portion of the primary media recording that includes the 

activity.  

[0071 In another embodiment, an apparatus is described, comprising a transducer for 

converting audible or visual information relating to the event into digital information, a user 

interface configured to receive an indication from a user of the apparatus when the user 

observes an activity occurring during the event, a memory for storing machine-readable 

instructions and the media clips, and a processor coupled to the transducer, the user interface, 

and the memory, for executing the machine-readable instructions that causes the apparatus to 

create a first media clip from a portion of the digital information, the first media clip comprising 

a representation of the event at a time proximate to when the indication was received by the 

processor.  

[0081 In yet another embodiment, a server for creating media clips is described, comprising a 

network interface for receiving a primary media recording and activity identification 

information, the activity identification information comprising a selection time when an 

activity occurred during an event, a memory for storing the primary media recording, the 

activity identification information, and machine-readable instructions, and a processor coupled 

to the network interface and the memory, for executing the machine-readable instructions that 

cause the server to create a media clip from a portion of the primary media recording at a time 

during the primary media recording corresponding to the selection time.  

[0091 In addition to these embodiments, above, variations of the embodiments are also 

described in detail herein below.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[00101 The features, advantages, and objects of the various embodiments will become more 

apparent from the detailed description as set forth below, when taken in conjunction with the 

drawings in which like referenced characters identify correspondingly throughout, and 

wherein: 

2
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[00111 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating and distributing media clips 

where media clips are created locally on a content capture device and made available to others 

via a server; 

[00121 FIG. 2 is a plan view of one embodiment of the content capture device shown in FIG.  

1, featuring a user interface; 

[00131 FIG. 3 the content capture device of Figs I and 2 using a set of predefined activity 

indicators relating to activities that may occur during a soccer game; 

[00141 FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a functional block diagram of the content capture 

device shown in FIGs. 1, 2, and 3; 

[00151 FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a functional block diagram of the server shown in 

FIG. 1: 

100161 FIG. 6 is flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips by the content capture device of FIGs. 1, 2, and 3, and distributing the media clips by the 

server shown in FIG. 1; 

[00171 FIG. 7 is flow diagram illustrating another embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips, by the server shown in FIG. 1; 

[0018] FIG. 8 is an illustration of a system for creating media clips using one or more of the 

content capture devices shown in FIGs. 1, 2, and 3 and one or more content tagging devices; 

and 

[00191 FIG. 9 is flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips by a server shown in FIG. 8, using content provided by one or more of the content capture 

devices shown in FIG. 8 and activity identification information provided by one or more 

content tagging devices shown in FIG. 8.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

100201 The present application describes various embodiments of media clip creation and 

distribution systems, apparatus and methods. Media clips, as that term is used herein, refer to 

relatively short audio, video, or audio/video recordings containing appealing or interesting 

subject matter. The term "video", "video clip", "video recording" and the like, as used herein, 

refer to a video recording that may or may not include sound. The embodiments described 

below allow users to easily create such media clips and share them with others online or through 

messaging or social media mechanisms.  

3
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[00211 Media clips may be created from pre-existing video or audio recordings (sometimes 

referred to herein as "primary media recordings"), or created "on-the-fly" as observable events 

are recorded by "content capture devices", such as smartphones or tablet computers having 

video recording capabilities, dedicated video cameras, dedicated audio recorders, etc. In one 

embodiment, users of such content capture devices may be presented with one or more 

predefined "activity indicators" or "icons", representative of an appealing or interesting activity 

that may occur during an event, such as a sporting event, a play, a concert, a party, etc. When 

an activity occurs during an event associated with one of the activity indicators, the user may 

select an activity indicator that matches the activity. Selecting an activity indicator when an 

interesting activity occurs may be referred to as "tagging" the activity, which identifies a point 

in time when the activity occurs. The time that an activity indicator was selected, as well as 

other pertinent information, such as an identification of the selected activity indicator, may be 

referred to herein as "activity identification information" or simply, "tagging information".  

[00221 For example, in one embodiment, an individual using a smartphone may record long 

portions of a soccer game. During recording, or during playback of the recording later, the 

smartpione may display one or more activity indicators indicative of activities that might occur 

in a soccer game, such as a "goal" activity indicator, a "corner kick" activity indicator, a "save" 

activity indicator, and a "pass" activity indicator. When one of these activities occurs during 

the game, or during playback of a recording of the game, a user may select one of the activity 

indicators that most closely matches the activity that occurred, or is about to occur. In one 

embodiment, in response to user selection of an activity indicator, a media clip is created, 

showing the activity that occurred. The media clip may be indexed, associated, or annotated, 

with tagging information such as metadata, tags, keys, and/or other information so that it may 

be easily discoverable by others online. Various embodiments using these principles are 

discussed below.  

100231 In one embodiment, media clips are created by content capture devices alone and 

provided to a server for distribution to others. Sometimes such content capture devices may 

be referred to herein as "content capture and tagging devices" to reflect both content capture 

and tagging capabilities and the two may be used interchangeably. In another embodiment, 

media clips are created by a server in response to media recordings and tagging information 

provided by content capture and tagging devices. In yet another embodiment, media clips are 

created by a server in response to media recordings provided by content capture devices and 

tagging information provided by content tagging devices. Each of these embodiments is 

explained in detail below. Numerous variations of each embodiment are also described in 

4
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detail below. It should be understood that although the functions necessary to create media 

clips are described in particular ways (e~g., by a content capture device, by a server in 

communication with a single content capture and tagging device, or by a server in 

communication with one or more content capture devices and one or more tagging devices), 

the functionality described in each embodiment could be distributed between and/or among 

devices/entities other than each particular embodiment describes. For example, in any of the 

embodiments described herein, creation of media clips could be accomplished by a content 

capture device, tagging device, or a server, or a combination of these.  

[00241 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating and distributing media clips 

where media clips are created locally on a content capture and tagging device 100 and made 

available to others via server 104. Shown in FIG. 1 is content capture and tagging device 100, 

content consumption device 102, server 104., and one or more wide-area networks 106. In this 

embodiment, media clips are created by content capture and tagging device 100 from content, 

i.e., observable live events, recorded or "captured" by content capture and tagging device 100.  

The media clips created by content capture and tagging device are distributed to others via 

network 106 and server 104 or, in another embodiment, via peer-to-peer distribution. Although 

only one content capture and tagging device 100 and one content consumption device is shown 

in FIG, 1, it should be understood that the system is generally capable of supporting any number 

of such devices which may be associated with the same or different events.  

[00251 Content capture and tagging device 100 typically comprises a smartphone having audio 

and/or video recording capability normally used to generate and store audio and video 

recordings. In other embodiments, content capture and tagging device 100 may comprise a 

tablet computer, a laptop computer, a wearable device such as a smart watch or other wearable 

able to record audio and/or visual information, a personal digital assistant, a dedicated video or 

audio recording device, a drone or other robotic device having audio/video capabilities, or other 

device having audio/video recording capabilities. In this embodiment, content capture and 

tagging device 100 creates activity identification information, used to create media clips 

featuring appealing, meaningful, interesting, useful, pertinent, or funny activities that may 

occur during recording of an event. The media clips may then be uploaded to server 104, along 

with the activity identification information, for search and distribution to content consumption 

devices 102. In other embodiments, content capture and tagging device 100 provides 

"primary" media recordings to server 104 for server 104 to create media clips based on tagging 

information received from other content capture and tagging devices and/or "tagging devices", 

described later herein.
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[00261 Content consumption device 102 refers to any digital computing device capable of 

presenting media clips to users and also having communication capability with server 104 via 

network 306 to access such clips. Such communication capability includes both real-time and 

other time-delayed mechanisms to transfer data between content consumption device 102 and 

server 104. Content consumption device 102 may comprise a smartphone, tablet computer, 

portable computer, PC, digital TV, wearable device, etc.  

[00271 In one embodiment, content capture devices and/or content consumption devices may 

communicate directly with a server without having to use network 106. For example, server 

104 may be located in a sports bar where patrons may view a basketball game. As the 

basketball game is being recorded by the server, patrons may tag certain activities that occur 

during the game and provide them wirelessly, for example via a local, wireless router, to server 

104. Server 104 may then create media clips and then provide them directly to each patron 

who tagged an activity, and/or to other patrons as well. In another, related embodiment, a local 

server, such as a proxy server, may be present within a local area, in local communication with 

multiple content capture devices and tagging devices via a local network using, for example, 

Wi-Fi, and in conununication with server 104 via a high speed connection over a wide-band 

network such as the Internet. The local server may be configured to manage uploads of media 

content and tagging information, while in communication with server 104 in the background 

to enable near real-time processing 

[00281 FIG. 2 is a plan view of one embodiment of content capture and tagging device 100, 

featuring user interface 404. User interface 404 comprises any combination of hardware 

and/firmware for presenting information to, and receiving information from, users of content 

capture and tagging device 100, such as a touch-screen display commonly found on today's 

smartphones, tablets, and other personal computing and/or communication devices.  

Alternatively, user interface 404 could comprise a combination of one or more display devices, 

knobs, buttons, switches, etc. In FIG. 2, user interface 404 is shown displaying a portion of a 

baseball game as it is being recorded by a native video recording function resident on content 

capture and tagging device 100. In this example, a player has hit a home run, and the user 

records the ball clearing an outfield fence as an outfielder watches. The homerun is recorded 

as an audio/video file by content capture and tagging device 100 while simultaneously being 

displayed to the user via user interface 404 for viewing as the recording takes place. User 

interface 404 may also be used to view the recording at a later time.  

100291 When a user wishes to record all or a portion of a live event, such as a sporting event, 

concert, or social event, the user may launch a media clip creation software application resident 
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on content capture and tagging device 100 that causes content capture device 100 to activate 

video and audio recording functions resident within content capture device 100. While 

recording the event, or while reviewing the recorded event after the fact on content capture 

device 100, the media clip creation application also allows the user to "tag" points of interest 

that may occur during an event, using activity indicators, shown as translucent icons in FIG. 2 

as activity indicators 204, 206, 208, 210, 212, and 218.  

[00301 In another embodiment, a single, "generic" activity indicator is presented via user 

interface 404 for selection by a user to identify any point of interest that may occur during an 

event. The generic activity indicator could comprise a designated portion of a user interface, 

such as a display, an icon displayed on the user interface, or a pre-designated button, key, 

switch, or other physical interface on content capture and tagging device 100. The generic 

activity indicator may also comprise a separate input device from content capture and tagging 

device 100 capable of exchanging its recorded indications with content capture and tagging 

device 100 through some connectivity function. Further, the generic activity indicator may also 

employ automatic detection of a relevant moment during the event by analyzing and 

interpreting environmental data such as temperature, light, biometric data, acceleration, 

velocity, or generally, motion. When such a generic activity indicator is triggered by any device 

described above in response to observing an interesting activity, an indication is provided to a 

processor inside content capture content capture and tagging device 100 for the processor to 

create a media clip that includes the observed activity.  

[00311 When the media clip creation application is first launched, it may query the user to 

provide information pertaining to an event that is about to occur. In one embodiment, the user 

provides information requested by the media clip creation application via user interface 404.  

Information may be provided using a multiple-choice format, drop-down menu format, a free

text format, or other formats. The information may comprise items such as event type, event 

location, date of the event, start time of the event, environmental conditions such as 

temperature, weather, day- / nighttime, and/or other information. For example, an event type 

may comprise a "Sporting Event", with sub-categories of "Personal Sport", such as skiing, 

snowboarding, bicycling, surfing, diving, etc., "Baseball Game", "Soccer Game", "Football 

Game", "Hockey Game", "Monster Truck", "Moto-cross", etc. Each sporting event type may 

be sub-classified, such as "professional", "college", "amateur", "kids", etc. to the sporting 

event type. Other events may include "Birthday Party", "Party", "Wedding", "Reception", 

"Concert", "Vacation", "Graduation", "Road Trip", or virtually any type of event that a user 

may wish to record.
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[00321 In another embodiment, event information may be provided by server 104 to the user 

before the event, during the event, or after the event has concluded for confirmation by the user 

that an event is about to occur, is occurring, or has occurred. For example, a user may use the 

media clip creation application to log onto an account stored by server 104 just before he or 

she is about to record an event, during which the user's location is provided to server 104.  

Server 104, in response, may determine that a baseball game is about to occur, perhaps based 

on a schedule of games provided by the user to server 104 at some previous time. Server 104 

determines that the user is at a location where one of the games is scheduled to occur, and may 

transmit a query to the user asking whether the user is at one of the baseball games. If the user 

responds affirmatively, a series of activity indicators related to baseball may be presented on 

user interface 404.  

100331 Alternatively, server 104 may present a number of event types and, in response, the 

media clip creation application displays one or more predefined activity indicators 

representative of activities that are likely to occur during a selected event, or information 

associated with activities, such as whether an activity is considered a "highlight", whether an 

activity includes a favorite player or a user's family member, etc. Other tagging devices such 

as wearables used in conjunction with the event may also be configured with an event / activity

specific configuration.  

100341 Further information may be requested from the user, such as a location where the event 

takes place (e.g., name, address, landmark, GPS or other location technology, etc.), one or more 

team names in a sporting event, names) of a favorite players) or the name(s) of anyone that 

may be involved in the event, such as a child's name in the case of a pee-wee football game, 

bride and groom names for a wedding, band member names for a concert, family names in the 

case of "Vacation", etc. Some of this information may be used to identify media clips created 

by the media clip creation application, as described in more detail below.  

100351 Still further information may be requested from the user, such as an "event code" that 

uniquely identifies the event about to occur to server 104. The event code may be used to 

associate media clips created by the media clip creation application with the event, event 

location, date, and/or start time of the event for retrieval by content consumption device 102 

after media clips have been created and provided to server 104. In another embodiment, the 

event code is generated by server 104 in response to determining that a first content capture 

and tagging device 100 is about to witness an event before any other content capture and 

tagging device. In another embodiment, server 104 assigns unique event codes to a number of 

events that will occur in the future, provided by an administrator of server 104, for example.  

8
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Thus, each professional football game in an upcoming season may have a unique event code 

assigned to it by server 104, for example. The event code is used to identify and associate 

tagging information, primary media recordings in the form of audio and/or video recordings, 

and media clips related to the same event, event location, date and/or start time of the event, as 

will be described later herein.  

[00361 Referring now back to FIG, 2, in one embodiment, activity indicators 204, 206, 208, 

210, 212, and 218 are overlaid in a semi-transparent manner over an electronic representation 

of the baseball game as it is recorded and displayed on user interface 404. In other 

embodiments, the activity indicators may be hidden from view until the user touches a 

predetermined portion of user interface 404, by gesturing, swiping, speaking, or by some other 

technique. Each activity indicator in FIG. 2 represents a potential point of interest or activity 

that may occur during a baseball game or information associated with such point of interest or 

activity, such as whether an activity is considered a "highlight", whether an activity includes a 

favorite player or a user's family member, etc.. The activity indicators are generally predefined 

and tailored to each type of event. For example, with respect to a dance recital, activity 

indicators may include a "pirouette", "solo dance", "group dance", and/or other activity 

indicators representative of an activity that may occur during a dance recital. In a concert 

setting, predefined activity indicators may include a "drum solo", an "encore", a "lead guitar 

solo", or other activity indicators representative of activities that may occur during a concert.  

For some event types such as e.g. personal sports such activity indicators may be configured 

for explicit triggering by a user, or for automatic detection of a relevant moment based on 

activity-specific environmental conditions, or any combination thereof. For example, an 

activity indicator may be configured to detect a strobe flashing or pyrotechnics exploding, 

certain predefined sounds, etc.  

[0037] It should be understood that although only five event indicators are shown in FIG. 2. a 

greater or fewer number and/or type of indicators could be displayed in other embodiments, 

and that the example shown in FIG. 2 is merely one eriboditrient of a number and/or type of 

activity indicators that could be used while recording all or portions of a baseball game. For 

example, in one embodiment, a single activity indicator may be used, representative of any 

activity of interest to the user or others. Such a single activity indicator may have a visual 

representation on the user interface, or may be based on a dedicated input type such as a gesture, 

double click, or similar discernable user input.  

100381 The activity indicators shown in FIG. 2 include a "home run" activity indicator 204., a 

"strikeout" activity indicator 206, a "double play" activity indicator 208, a "triple" activity 

9
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indicator 210, a "player" activity indicator 212, and a "highlight" activity indicator 218. Each 

activity indicator represents a potential point of interest in a baseball game, e.g., when a 

strikeout occurs, when a double play occurs, or when a triple is hit. The "Player" activity 

indicator 212 may be used to identify when one or more favorite players perform an act of 

interest to the user, such as when a favorite player fields a ball, gets a hit, steals a base, etc.).  

The "player" activity indicator 212 and the "highlight" activity indicator 218 may be used to 

tag activities by themselves, or they may be used in combination with other activity indicators.  

For example, if a favorite player hits a grand slam homerun, the user might select the 

"homerun" activity indicator 104, the "highlight" activity indicator 218, or the "player" activity 

indicator 212. In another embodiment, the user may select all three of these activity indicators 

after the grand slam has been hit.  

100391 When one or more activity indicator is selected by a user, the media clip creation 

application notes which activity indicator(s) has/have been selected, and, typically, the time 

that the selection occurred, sometimes referred to herein as an "activity indicator selection 

time". This information may be used to create a media clip of the activity at a later time. For 

example, the media clip creation application may create a media clip immediately after an 

activity indicator is selected while the user is still recording. In another embodiment, one or 

more media clips are created after the user has finished recording, using activity indicator 

selection times stored by content capture and tagging device 100. The activity indicator 

selection time is generally the time of day, normally available to content capture and tagging 

device 100, or provided by server 104, or by one or more other wireless networks. In case 

content capture and tagging device 100 is not within range of a wireless network and therefore 

not able to receive accurate timing information, content capture device may assign an elapsed 

time from the start of the primary media recording to each activity tagged by selection of an 

activity indicator, then replace the elapsed times with "time of day" times when content capture 

and tagging device 100 re-enters coverage. In another embodiment, when content capture and 

tagging device 100 is within range of a wireless network, it may synchronize to a server clock, 

then maintain this clock if content capture and tagging device 100 moves out of range with the 

wireless network.  

[00401 In another embodiment, content capture and tagging device 100 may not have an ability 

to receive time of day information, for example, in an application where content capture and 

tagging device 100 comprises a video camera. In this case, activity indicator selection times 

may be determined by filming a "clapboard" displaying the current time of day and a code 

10
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correlated to the event as the video camera begins recording Then, activity indicator selection 

times may be assigned to tagged activities based on an elapsed time from when filming began.  

[0041] Referring back to FIG 2, a user may be begin video recording a batter as he steps up to 

the plate by pressing start/stop icon 214 displayed on user interface 404 or a button or switch 

as part of content capture device 100. Several pitches later, the batter may hit a home run.  

After the homerun has been hit, the user may touch homerun activity indicator 204 to indicate 

that a home run has just occurred. This may also automatically stop further recording by content 

capture device 100. In other embodiments, recording does not stop until the user touches 

start/stop icon 214 or some other dedicated icon, switch, or button.  

[00421 In one embodiment, a. "Score" activity indicator may be presented instead of the "homne 

run" 204 activity indicator. The 'score" activity may be selected when either team scores a run 

or, more generally, obtains points. In this embodiment, after a user selects the "score" activity 

indicator, the user may be prompted to enter additional information pertaining to the points, 

such as a score type (e.g., homerun, grand slam, touchdown, field goal, game, set, match, goal, 

free-kick goal, overhead kick goal, 3 point shot, etc.), a number of points scored, an 

identification of the team that scored the points, an identification of a player who scored the 

points, an identification of other players who assisted in scoring the points, etc. Further, the 

user may be asked to select other activity indicators associated with the scoring, such as 

"highlight" activity indicator 218 by the user, and/or "player" activity indicator 212. The 

resultant media clip may be further identifiable based on this additional information.  

[00431 The activity indicators may be used in combination with each other in some 

embodiments. For example, if a user's favorite baseball player hits a triple, the user may select 

"triple" activity indicator 210 and then the "player" activity indicator 212, either 

simultaneously or within a short, predetermined time period from each other, such as one 

second. The "highlight" activity indicator 218 could also be selected as a third indicator for 

the same activity. A resultant media clip showing the triple could be referenced, then, by three 

criteria: by the type of activity that occurred (e.g., "hit", "triple", etc.), by player name, and by 

"that the clip is considered to be a highlight.  

[00441 In response to the activity indicator(s) being selected by the user, the media clip creation 

application may store a time when one of the activity indicators was selected, either as an 

"absolute" time (e.g., time of day), a time relative to when the recording began, an elapsed time 

from a scheduled start time of an event, or some other time that references when an activity 

indicator was selected. This time information may be used by the media clip creation 

application to create a media clip of the activity. For example, the media clip creation 
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application may create a media clip having a duration long enough to show a pitch and a batter 

hitting the ball over the fence, but short enough to exclude pitches that occurred prior to the 

home run. The media clip may comprise audio and/or video footage of the event before, during, 

and/or after the activity occurs. For example, after home run activity indicator 204 is selected 

by the user, a media clip may be created, comprising 7 seconds of audio/video information 

recorded by content capture device 100 prior to the time that home run activity indicator 204 

was selected, and 10 seconds of audio/video information recorded after home run activity 

indicator 204 was selected. These "pre-activity" and "post-activity" times are generally 

predefined time offsets from when an activity indicator was selected, each predefined to 

encompass the activity itself while eliminating non-relevant or uninteresting content, such as 

the pitches that occurred prior to the home run. Such time offset pre-definitions may be based 

on criteria including but not limited to the type of activity, the type of event, the performance 

level of the teams or individuals performing the activity, a user's typical tagging behavior, the 

type of tagging device used, or the type of venue.  

[00451 Each activity indicator may have its own time duration or "time window" associated 

with it, pre-assigned in accordance with an expected or typical time duration of each associated 

activity. For example, while the home run activity indicator may be predefined to create 

media clips each having a time duration of 17 seconds with a "pre-activity time" of 7 seconds 

and a "post-activity time" of 10 seconds, a "double play" activity indicator 208 may be pre

assigned a "pre-event time" of 6 seconds and only 1 second of "post-activity time" 

Alternatively, the "double play" activity indicator 208 may have a time window of 7 seconds 

pre-assigned to it, and a reference point of where the time window should begin, such as 6 

seconds prior to when the "double play" activity indicator was selected.  

[00461 The resultant media clip may be stored in a memory of content capture device 100 with 

a name comprising an identification of the activity selected by the user to create the media clip, 

such as homerun001.mpg. The media clip may also comprise an identification of the date 

and/or time the activity occurred (or the start time of the media clip). The media clip may also 

be stored in a memory of content capture and tagging device 100 whereby the name may 

comprise a reference URL used in a data base, or may contain a media header including fields 

comprised of the identification information.  

[00471 In one embodiment, media clips are created after a "primary" media recording, or 

primary media file, of an event has been created and stored in a memory of content capture 

device 100. A "primary" media recording may be defined as a recording of an event produced 

by content capture device 100 as the event takes place. For example, a video recording of a 
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portion of a soccer game, captured by content capture device 100, containing content from the 

time that a user initiates a recording until the user stops the recording, such as the time between 

when the user touches start/stop icon 214 to begin recording and the time the user touches 

start/stop icon 214 again, terminating the recording. Typically, primary media recordings last 

more than 15 seconds and may further include audio/video content that is extraneous or simply 

uninteresting to either the user recording the event, or to others. Primary media recordings may 

be created by a native audio and/or video recording application resident on content capture and 

tagging device 100 as standard audio or video files that may be stored and viewed on content 

capture and tagging device 100, or they may be created by the media clip creation application 

using existing hardware resident on content capture and tagging device 100.  

[00481 In one embodiment, users may record an event by creating one or more primary media 

recordings, then review the primary media recordings using the media clip creation application 

and activity indicators to indicate when activities of interest occur. For example, a smartphone 

video recording application rnay record a video of an event using standard video recording 

capabilities commonly found on today's smartphones. After the video has been created and 

stored in memory, it may be retrieved from memory by the media clip creation application and 

played back to the user via user interface 404, at which time the activity indicators may be 

presented. The user may select one or more of the activity indicators as activities occur during 

playback of the video recording. In one embodiment, each time that an activity indicator is 

selected, the media clip creation application stores a time at which the selection occurred, for 

use in identifying portions of the primary media recording to use when creating a media clip.  

[00491 In another embodiment, media clips are created while the event is being recorded by 

content capture device 100. In this embodiment, the media clip creation application may wait 

until the predefined post-event time has elapsed after selection of the activity indicator, and 

then create the media clip from digital information already received, but before the "primary" 

media clip has been created.  

[00501 FIG. 3 illustrates content capture and tagging device 100 of FIG. 1, this time using a set 

of predefined activity indicators relating to activities that may occur during a soccer game.  

User interface 404 shows a goal being scored as a soccer game is being recorded. In this 

embodiment, activity indicators related to soccer are displayed via user interface 404., overlaid 

in a seni-transparent manner over the video presentation of the game as it is being recorded, 

also via user interface 404. In this example, activity indicators comprise a "goal" activity 

indicator 300, a "corner kick" activity indicator 302, a "my child" activity indicator 304, a 

"Highlight" activity indicator 306, a "shot on goal" activity indicator 308, and "save by goalie 
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(or player) activity indicator 310". As a user records the soccer game, one or more of the 

activity indicators may be selected to indicate points of interest in the game. For example, as 

the game is being recorded the user may select "goal" activity indicator 300 when a goal is 

scored by either team, as well as the "highlight" activity indicator 306. If a goal is scored by 

the user's child, the user may, alternatively or in addition, select the "my child" activity 

indicator 304, indicative of an activity that occurred involving the user's child.  

[00511 Other events may each have a different set of predefined activity indicators associated 

with them, representing points of interest that may occur during these other events. For 

example, one or more predefined activity indicators relating to a birthday may include "Happy 

Birthday Song", "Blowing out the Cake Candies", Opening a Present", "Playing a Game", etc.  

One or more predefined activity indicators relating to a. wedding and/or wedding reception may 

include "Bridal Procession", "Ring Exchange", "You May Kiss the Bride", "Garter Toss", 

"Bouquet Toss", "Father-Bride Dance", etc. One or more predefined activity indicators 

relating to a concert may include "Guitar Solo", "Encore", "Favorite Songs", and/or an activity 

indicator associated with a favorite musician, similar to player activity indicator 212., described 

above.  

[00521 As media clips of the soccer game are created by the media clip creation application, 

they may be associated with activity identification information, such as one or more of an event 

code, an event type, an activity type associated with each activity indicator, a time and date 

that the activity or event occurred or a time that an activity indicator was selected by a user, 

one or more team names, one or more names of persons appearing in the activity, the name of 

the user recording the event, etc. In one embodiment, activity identification information is 

incorporated into the media clip files names when they are created. For example, a file name 

could be assigned to a media clip as follows: 

[00531 "sportsprofessional baseball Petco November_12_2014 14:46:03_double Padres_ 

SethSmith00 1. avi" 

[00541 representing a first media clip where player Seth Smith, playing for the San Diego 

Padres professional baseball team, hit a double in Petco Park on November 12, 2014 at 2:46:03 

pm. Using such a file name, the activity represented by the media clip can be searched and 

provided to others using search criteria. File names could comprise more, or less, information 

than the example shown above. For example, the same double hit by Seth Smith could be 

assigned a file name entitled, "double Padres 11-12-2014.avi". In another embodiment. such 

activity identification information may be provided to server 104 in association with each 

media clip, and the media clip stored in a database therein using either the file name or the 
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activity identification information used as a reference by the database to locate the media clip 

for future viewing. In a further embodiment, the activity information may be stored in the media 

clip header fields or any proprietary extensions thereof. Further examples of associating 

activity identification information with media clips is described later herein.  

100551 Referring back to FIG. 1. after media clips are created by content capture device 100, 

they are uploaded to server 104 generally via wide-area network 106. Wide-area network 106 

comprises one or more communication networks, such as the Internet, cellular communication 

systems, satellite communication systems, fiber optic networks, and/or a combination of these.  

Server 104 comprises a digital computing device executing machine-readable instructions 

stored in a memory that, when executed, cause server 104 to receive media clips from content 

capture and tagging devices 100, store the clips in one or more databases or memorys, and 

provide the media clips to content consumption devices 102 based on search criteria submitted 

by an operator of the content consumption devices 102. In one embodiment, content 

consumption devices 102 access the media clips stored by server 104 via a website provided 

by server 104 or a third party, a social media website, a social media application, and/or a media 

clip viewing application installed on content consuIption device 102 that enables users to 

search, download, stream, and/or otherwise access media clips from server 104. In one 

embodiment, the media clip creation application described as being resident on content capture 

and tagging device 100 may reside on content consumption device 102, having additional code 

that allows operators of content consumption device 102 to search for and access media clips 

on server 104. Thus, content consumption device 102 may possess the same capabilities as a 

content capture and tagging device 100, and vice-versa.  

[00561 In one embodiment, media clips uploaded by a user of content capture and tagging 

device 100 are only available to pre-authorized persons, for example, only to people who are 

Facebook "friends" or a Twitter "follower" of the user, and/or only to people who have been 

given authorization by the user to particular persons, such as family and/or friends or members 

of a team or attendees to an event.  

[00571 Server 104 provides access to media clips based on one or more search criteria provided 

by content consumption device 102. Various search fields may be presented to the operator in 

order to find desired media clips. For example, one or more of the following search fields may 

be displayed by content consumption device 102: "Event Code", "Date", "Time", 

"Place/Venue", "Persons/Players", "Event Type", "Activity Type", "Activity Quality"' (e.g.  

speed, athleticism), "Team Name(s)", the name of a user who provided media clips to server 
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104, "Highlights", etc. When sever 104 receives the search criteria, it attempts to match one 

or more of the search criteria to media clips previously stored in the database.  

[00581 The "Place/Venue" field may accept entries such as the name of a professional sporting 

complex, public sporting area (such as the name of a park, arena, golf course, tennis club, 

skating rink, sport resort, etc.), restaurant, church, beach, vacation spot, etc. This field may 

also accept GPS coordinates or other geographical coordinates, a street address, and/or other 

information identifying a place where an event takes place.  

[00591 The "Person/Player" field generally relates to the name of a person, such as a 

professional athlete, or any person who may be associated with a media clip. For example, a 

parent may have uploaded several media clips of the parent's child, named Fred Smith, playing 

in a kid's soccer game. Some of the media clips were created as a result of the parent selecting 

the "My Child" activity indicator 304, whereupon, in one embodiment, media clips were 

created with file names comprising the child's name (an option to enter names into the 

application for activity indicators such as "my child"may be provided during a setup phase of 

the application). A friend of Fred Smith may want to view media clips of the soccer game, so 

the friend may enter "Fred Smith" and "Poway soccer field" as search criteria to find media 

clips relating to Fred Smith playing soccer at the Poway soccer field.  

[00601 The "Event Type" field may accept broad event names, such as "sports". or sub

categories of sports, such "football", "baseball", "basketball", "skiing", "snowboarding", 

"'moto cross", etc., and even sub-sub categories such as "college football", "kid's soccer", 

"board park", "freeriding", etc. Other types of events may include "wedding", "reception", 

"party", "concert", "vacation", "graduation", etc.  

[00611 The "Activity Type" may allow a user to enter a specified type of activity, such as 

"goal", "touchdown", "assist", "solo", "bridal precession", "throw", "catch", "joke", etc.  

[00621 The "Team Names" field may allow users to enter one or more team names of interest 

to an operator. In one embodiment, operators may type the name of each team into a flee-form 

field. In an embodiment involving organized sports, server 104 may provide a list of organized 

games occurring that day, or other day in the future or past. For example, on any given Sunday 

in November, as many as 16 organized football games may be played. Server 104 may provide 

the names of the teams playing against each other to content consumption device 102 upon 

request from an operator, or updated automatically on an ongoing basis.  

[00631 The "Highlights" field may comprise simply a checkbox, or yes/no indicator, indicating 

a desire by a user to view only media clips containing highlights of a chosen event, as tagged 

by users that provided the media clips.  
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[00641 When at least one of the search criteria received by server 104 matches at least a portion 

of activity identification information associated with at least one media clip, server 104 may 

provide an indication of availability of the clip(s) to the user that provided the search criteria, 

such as one or more links, lists, and/or icons representative of the media clip(s) having at least 

a partial match to the search criteria. The user may then view the media clip(s) associated with 

the links, lists, or icons provided by server 104 or download them to the user's personal digital 

media device, such as content capture and tagging device 100 or content consumption device 

102.  

[00651 Server 104 may present the retrieved media clips) in a unique and pleasing way to 

operators. For example, when the search criteria from an operator includes "Panthers" and 

"October 2, 2014, and a zip code of 92129, server 104 may use this criteria to search for media 

clips related to at least some of the criteria. Server 104 may identify 7 media clips relating to 

a little league baseball game played on Oct, 2, 2014, between a team named the "Panthers" and 

a team named the "Hawks" and present the media clips as clickable icons, arranged in a number 

of interesting and useful ways. The identified media clips may have been uploaded by a single 

user, or two or more users, each operating their own content capture and tagging device 100 

and each providing at least one of the media clips to server 104.  

[00661 In one example, server 104 could present a title having the team names, for example 

"Panthers vs. Hawks", and then a sub-heading, for example, "Scoring Clips" with two columns 

of clips, one column representing clips representative of the Panthers scoring, and the other 

column containing media clips representative of the Hawks scoring. Server 104 may use the 

activity identification information associated with each media clip to determine whether a clip 

represents a scoring event and which team scored, thereby enabling server 104 to present the 

media clips to a user based on team scoring events, for example.  

[00671 In another example, server 104 may present media clips as a function of time (e.g., 

presenting a timeline with all media clips associated with an event, or just "highlights" of the 

event, or just "highlights" of one of the teams, or all events from one of the teams, etc.). In 

another example, server 104 could present the media clips to operators on the basis of a name, 

for example, the name of a child who may have participated in a pee wee football game. In 

this case, server 104 may present only media clips having activity identification information 

matching the child's name. Further, server 104 may present media clips arranged by activity 

(e.g., a list or column of all soccer goals, soccer goals arranged by which team scored the goals, 

etc.), "highlights", etc.  
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[00681 Server 104 may present media clips to operators as described above based on requests 

from the operators. For example, server 104 may provide an option for operators to select how 

to present media clips, and the options may be related to the type of event being requested. For 

example, if a user requested media clips from "Bob and Debbie's Wedding" on September 20, 

2013, server 104 may identify numerous media clips matching that criteria. In response, server 

104 may provide the user with options to view the identified media clips on a timeline, view 

by subject matter (e.g., media clips featuring the groom and/or the groom's family, the bride 

and/or the bride's family, or both bride and groom), and/or by "highlights" of the 

wedding/reception such as "ring exchange", "bridal precession", "I now pronounce you man 

and wife", "cake cutting", etc. In other embodiments, server 104 may present an option to 

view media clips in a tiered fashion, i.e., first by an event or activity, then by tag type. In 

another embodiment., server 104 may present an option for a user to request media clips based 

on an activity over time, such as "all ski runs between December 1 and March 1, 2014 at 

Snowmass".  

[00691 FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a functional block diagram of content capture and 

tagging device 100. Shown are processor 400, memory 402, user interface 404, communication 

interface 406, and one or more transducers 408 for converting audio and visual information 

into digitized audio and/or video data, e.g., primary media recordings. It should be understood 

that in some embodiments, the functionalities shown in FIG. 4 may be distributed between two 

or more devices. For example, the one or more transducers 408 may be part of a first device, 

such as a camcorder, while the other functional blocks may be found on a second device, such 

as a computer or a smartphone. The camcorder may capture video footage and then provide 

the footage to the smartphone via a wired or wireless connection, for creation of media clips or 

for forwarding the video footage to server 104.  

[00701 Processor 400 comprises a general--purpose microprocessor or microcontroller well 

known in the art, or it may comprise a custom or semi-custom ASIC. Examples of such 

processors may be found in modern smartphones, tablet computers, laptop computers, 

dedicated digital cameras, dedicated sound recording equipment, etc. Processor 400 is 

typically selected based on a variety of requirements, such as space, power consumption, 

battery size (if any), processing speed/power, and/or other requirements. Processor 400 

executes machine-readable instructions (for example, executable, object, or machine-language 

code), stored in one or more non-transitory memorys 402. The memory(s) 402 comprises one 

or more electronic memories such as RAM, ROM, and flash, electro-mechanical storage 

devices such as magnetic hard drives, optical storage devices, or any other single or 
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combination of storage devices suitable for storing the machine-readable instructions, primary 

media recordings, media clips, and data necessary for recording events and creating the media 

clips, such as sets of predefined activity indicators for each type of event and activity 

identification information such as user-provided team names, players/people names, event 

location, etc.  

[00711 User interface 404 comprises circuitry and/or related hardware/software/firm ware 

necessary to present electronic video and/or audio information to a user as the user records an 

event, to display activity indicators to the user, and to receive input from a user, such as setup 

information used by the media clip creation application, activity indicator selections, 

audio/video recording instructions (e.g., start, stop, pause, etc.) In this embodiment, user 

interface 404 comprises a touch-screen device. In other embodiments, user interface 404 may 

comprise distinct hardware components, one for presenting information to users and the other 

for receiving input from users. An example of the former includes a video display screen and/or 

amplifier/speaker combination, while an example of the latter includes one or more buttons, 

knobs, switches, etc.  

[00721 Communication interface 406 comprises circuitry necessary for content capture and 

tagging device 100 to at least transmit information wirelessly from content capture and tagging 

device 100 to server 104, using one or more known communication techniques.  

Communication interface 406 may comprise one or more of an Ethernet interface jack/circuitry 

or wireless connunication circuitry (e.g., for sending information via Wi-Fi, cellular data, 

Bluetooth, etc.) well known in the art. In some embodiments, communication interface 406 

additionally comprises circuitry for receiving wireless communication signals as well. Often, 

custom ASICs are used to provide both transmission and reception capabilities, for example 

ASICs commonly used in cellular handsets, Wi-Fi enabled digital cameras, etc. Such 

communication across interface 406 may be performed based on real-time, best-effort delivery, 

lowest-cost delivery, manually triggered transmissions, etc.  

[00731 Transducer(s) 408 comprise one or more of a combination of 

hai-dwai-e/software/firmware for converting audio or visual event information into digital 

signals for processing by processor 400 for creation of primary media recordings. Such 

transducers 408 may comprise digital camera circuitry (for example, a lens and processing 

circuitry to generate digital representations of visual information captured by the lens), and/or 

audio recording circuitry (such as a microphone, amplifying circuitry, filtering circuitry, etc.).  

Such circuitry is commonly found on modern smartphones, digital cameras, tablet computers, 

etc.  
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[00741 FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a functional block diagram of server 104. Shown 

are processor 500, memory 502, user interface 504, and communication interface 506.  

[00751 Processor 500 comprises a general-purpose microprocessor or microcontroller well 

known in the art, or it may comprise a custom or semi--custom ASIC. Processor 500 is typically 

selected based on a variety of requirements, such as processing speed/power, cost., etc.  

Processor 500 executes machine-readable instructions (for example, executable, object, or 

machine-language code), stored in one or more memories 502. The memory(s) 502 comprises 

one or more electronic memories such as RAM, ROM, and flash, electro--mechanical storage 

devices such as magnetic hard drives, optical storage devices, or any other single or 

combination of storage devices suitable for storing the media clips and related activity 

identification information provided by content capture device 100, and machine-readable 

instructions for providing an interface for users to upload media clips, for receiving media clip 

requests and related search criteria from operators, for comparing the search criteria to the 

media clips, and for presenting matching media clips to requesting operators. The memory(s) 

502 are generally capable of storing many thousands, or even millions of media clips and 

associated activity identification information uploaded by users and may be stored in the 

memory(s) 502 as one or more databases having indexing capabilities, or association 

capabilities, to store and later identify and retrieve media clips of interest to operators. For 

example, the database(s) may comprise a relational database or database that stores data in a 

deterministic fashion. The media clips may be indexed, or associated, with activity 

identification information and/or event identification information, described later herein, in 

order to located clips using key word searches.  

[00761 User interface 504 comprises circuitry and/or related hardware/software/firmware 

necessary for technical personal to monitor and maintain server 104. Such 

monitoring/maintenance may comprise running diagnostic tests, updating software, reviewing 

media clips, or other functions related to typical server operation and maintenance. User 

interface 504 may comprise a keyboard and/or pointing device and/or a touch screen for 

receiving input form technical personal and a display for presenting information to such 

personal.  

[00771 Communication interface 506 comprises circuitry necessary for content capture and 

tagging device 100 to receive primary media recordings and/or media clips from content 

capture and tagging device 100, for receiving media clip requests and related search criteria, 

and for providing media clips to consumption devices 102 in response to the requests. Such 

circuitry comprises one or more of a Th/T3 interface circuitry, Ethernet circuitry, and/or 
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wireless communication circuitry, generally providing a data channel between server 104 and 

network 306, where information may then be sent/received to a variety and number of content 

capture devices and/or content consumption devices. Each type of communication circuitry is 

well known in the art.  

100781 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips by content capture and tagging device 100, and disturbing the media clips using server 

104. The method is implemented by processor 400 within content capture device 100, in 

communication with server 104, which in turn implements another portion of the method by 

processor 500, each processor executing respective machine-readable instructions stored by 

memory 402, memory 502, respectively. It should be understood that in some embodiments, 

not all of the steps shown in FIG. 6 are performed and that the order in which the steps are 

performed may be different in other embodiments. It should be further understood that some 

minor method steps have been omitted for purposes of clarity.  

[00791 At block 600, a user of content capture and tagging device 100 launches a media clip 

creation application resident on 100 via user interface 404 for allowing the user to create media 

clips relating to an event about to take place. For example, the user may touch an icon displayed 

on user interface 404 relating to the media clip creation application. In another embodiment, 

the media clip creation application further allows the user to search for and view media clips 

created by content creation device 100 or by others. User interface 404 provides a signal to 

processor 400 for processor 400 to execute machine-readable code stored in memory 402 

related to the media clip creation application ("media clip creation application code"). In one 

embodiment, the media clip creation application is tailored to a particular type of event, such 

as "sporting event", "wedding', "reception", "party", "graduation", "kids soccer game", 

"professional football game", etc. by only including activity indicators associated with one of 

these types of events. In another embodiment, the media clip creation application comprises 

activity indicators associated with multiple events, and the user is given an option to select an 

event prior to recording the event.  

[00801 At block 602, in one embodiment, processor 400 causes user interface to display a series 

of questions to the user regarding various attributes relating to an event that the user is about 

to record ("event identification information"). The questions may request one or more of the 

following, for example: event type, event code, date, current time, venue name, venue address, 

venue city, venue state., one or more team names, the user's name or User ID (e.g., a unique 

identifier assigned by the media clip creation application anc/or server 104 and/or the user, 

which may be based on login credentials, an application ID or mobile credentials (e.g. IMEI), 
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one or more names of persons of interest that may be recorded during the event (such as a 

child's name playing in a pee wee football game about to take place, name of a lead guitarist 

in a concert about to take place, the names of the user's immediate family members as the 

family visits a famous landmark, etc.), an indication of whether the event is considered 

"private" or "public", used to determine accessibility to recordings and media clips, etc. Each 

of the answers provided by the user is entered via user interface 404 and sent to processor 400, 

where they are stored in the memory 402. In one embodiment, this information may be 

provided well before an event occurs, such as in an example of a soccer team manager who 

enters a games schedule for an upcoming season with all/most of the required information such 

as opponent team names, dates, playing field, etc. This information may be entered into content 

capture and tagging device 100 or on another device in communication with server 104, such 

as a computer or a tablet. In this way, the information is available to multiple users before each 

game is played, either automatically after server 104 determines a location of each user, or by 

providing a list of games to each user for user selection.  

[00811 In one embodiment, server 104 may infer that content creation and tagging device 100 

is at a particular event, based on information such as the location of content creation and 

tagging device 100, the current date, and/or current time. In this case, when server 104 receives 

the location of content creation device 100, processor 400 may determine that content creation 

device 100 is at a professional sporting venue, and that the current date and time closely match 

a scheduled game about to occur, or in progress. In this case, server 104 may transmit a query 

to content creation device 100, asking a user of content creation device 100 to confirm that the 

user is at the game, or server 104 may present a list of possible events for the user to choose 

from. In one embodiment, processor 400 searches memory 402 to determine if an event code 

has previously been created for the event from another user and, if so, provides the event code 

to content creation device 100. Content capture and tagging device 100 associates media clips 

created by content capture and tagging device 100 with the event code if the user confirms that 

he or she is at the event inferred by server 104. If the user is presented with two or more event 

choices, server 104 may search for an event code associated with the event selected by the user 

after receive of the user's selection. If one is found, server 104 transmits it to content creation 

device 100 for subsequent use. Server 104 may create an event code associated with the event 

if an event code has not yet been created by another content capture and tagging device 100.  

[00821 The media clip creation application may further ask the user to identify an event type 

which most closely describes an event that the user is about to record. For example, user 

interface 404 could display a list of events for the user to select, such as a list comprising 
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"Sporting Event", "Wedding", "Reception", "Party", "Concert", "Vacation", and 

"Graduation". Some of the event types may comprise sub-events. For example, if the user 

selects "Sporting Event", processor 400 may cause user interface 404 to display certain types 

of sporting events for the user to select, such as "Football Game", "Baseball Game", "Soccer 

Game", etc. As a result of selecting one of the sub-events, processor 400 may further cause 

user interface 404 to query the user whether the selected sporting event is a "Professional" 

"Amateur", "Kids", or other qualifier. In any case, the event type selection is provided to 

processor 400 via user interface 404.  

[00831 The media clip creation application may still further ask the user to select one or more 

predefined activity indicators, from a number of available activity indicators stored in memory 

402. As mentioned above, the activity indicators comprise activities that may occur during a 

selected event type. For example, if the event type selected is "Football Game", then the 

activity types associated with a football game may include "Touchdown", "Field Goal", "First 

Down", "Kickoff', "Punt Return", or other activities that may occur during a football game.  

The activity indicators may also include indicators of a "Favorite Player" or "My Kid", as 

described above. The user may be permitted to enter a name of the user's favorite player or 

the name of the user's child that will be featured in the event about to take place. Subsequently, 

"Favorite Player" or "My Kid" may be replaced by the name entered by the user.  

100841 The user may be allowed to alter certain attributes of one or more of the activity 

indicators at this time. For example, one or more of the activity indicators may have one or 

more pre-assigned, default time attributes associated with each of them, stored either in 

memory 402 of content capture and tagging device 100, or memory 502 of server 104. These 

time attributes may be used by processor 400 to create media clips. In general, a "media clip 

time duration" and/or "media clip start/stop attributes" are pre-assioned to the activity 

indicators in an attempt to fully capture the activity associated with each particular activity 

indicator. Some activity indicators may have different default time attributes than other activity 

indicators to allow for differences in execution of various activities, or the time attributes may 

be the same among activity indicators. In one embodiment, when a user wishes to change one 

or more time attributes, content capture device 100 sends a request to server 104, requesting 

that one or more time attributes pertaining to one or more activity indicators be modified, along 

with the proposed, modified time attributes. Server 104 may store the changed time attributes 

associated with the identified activity indicatorss, and send an acknowledgment to content 

capture device 100 that the change was successful.  
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[00851 In one embodiment, server 104 may store sets of time attributes for selection by users 

during the set-up process. For example, three sets of time attributes could be defined: short, 

medium, and long set. Each activity indicator could be assigned a predefined time attributes 

based on user selection of one of the sets. For example, a "homerun" activity indicator could 

be assigned a clip length of 5 seconds if the "short" set was selected, a clip length of 10 seconds 

if the "medium" set was selected, and a clip length of 15 seconds if the "long" set was selected.  

Other activity indicators associated with each event could be similarly adjusted. Server 104 

may provide the user with a selection of the sets, and the time attributes associated with each 

activity indicator adjusted accordingly.  

[00861 In another embodiment, a user's tagging behavior may be tracked by server 104 to 

adjust tag attributes based on patterns detected in a user's tagging behavior. For example, in 

some embodiments described later herein, tagging information is aggregated among multiple 

users to determine an average, or mean, time that an activity occurred. If a particular user's 

tagging information is consistently several seconds behind other users information, server 104 

could automatically adjust the user's tagging information to bring it more in conformity with 

other users.  

[00871 A media clip time duration may comprise a predetermined duration, such as 10 

seconds, intended to encompass activities that occur before, during, and/or after an activity 

occurs. Media clip start/stop attributes may comprise a relative pre-activity time, and/or a 

relative /post-activity time, relative to when an activity indicator was selected by a user, in 

order to specify how much footage from a primary media recording that occurs before and after 

an activity to include in a media clip. In general, if a time duration attribute is used, only a pre

activity time or a post-activity time is necessary to create media clips by processor 400. If a 

time duration is not used, generally a pre-activity time and a post-activity time is required to 

define a media clip. Other attributes may be used for use by processor 400 to create media 

clips of selected duration and targeted to capturing activities that occur before, after, or before 

and after selection of an activity indicator by the user, such as a time duration and percentage, 

where the percentage indicates which percentage of a media clip occurs prior to, or after, the 

time that an activity indicator is selected. In another embodiment, only a time duration is used, 

and pre and post times fixed at a predetermined value, such as 50%, meaning that all media 

clips created will comprise a duration equal to the time duration, having half of the clip showing 

content that occurred before selection of the activity indicator, and half of the clip showing 

content that occurred after selection of the activity indicator.  
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[00881 For example, while recording a soccer game, the user may select a "Goal" activity 

indicator innediately after a goal is scored. A time duration of 20 seconds may have been 

pre-assigned to the Goal activity indicator, either by default or as a result of user manipulation 

during setup of the media clip creation application and a relative pre-activity time attribute set 

to -5 seconds, indicating that processor 400 should create a media clip beginning 5 seconds 

prior to the time that the user selected the "Goal" activity indicator, and lasting for 15 seconds 

after the "Goal" activity indicator was selected. Of course, these values are merely illustrative 

and other time periods and/or time application attributes may be used in other examples. In 

this way, media clips imay be created that contain content that has occurred prior to user 

selection of an activity indicator 

[00891 In another example, a time duration of 10 seconds may be pre-assigned to an activity 

indicator and a pre-activity time of 0 seconds from the time of user selection of the activity 

indicator. This particular combination of time duration and pre-activity time may be used when 

it is known or likely that the activity will occur, such as just before a field goal is kicked, just 

before a kickoff, just before a free kick in soccer, just before birthday candies are blown out, 

etc. For example, just before a field goal in a football game, the user may select a "Field Goal" 

activity indicator on user interface 404. In response, processor 400 creates a "field goal" media 

clip, comprising a video clip lasting ten seconds in duration, beginning at the time when the 

"Field Goal" activity indicator was selected by the user and lasting for 10 seconds.  

[00901 In any case, the pre-assigned, default time attributes may be modified in some 

embodiments by the user at block 602 via user interface 404. For example, the user may 

increase or decrease a media clip time duration attribute associated with one or more activity 

indicators, or modify one or more pre-activity and/or post-activity times. When the activity 

indicator attributes are changed, the changes are generally stored in association with their 

respective activity indictors in memory 402. In another embodiment, a user may manage his 

or her time attributes via another device, such as a computer or a tablet, by logging into a user 

account managed by server 104 where these attributes could be displayed to a user and be 

modified.  

[00911 The media clip creation application may still further ask the user to enter the names of 

any persons that the user may want to associate with an event. For example, before a dinner 

party, the user may enter the names of some or all of the attendees.  

[00921 In any of the above examples, the information entered by the user is received by 

processor 400 from user interface 404 and stored in memory 402.  
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[00931 In one embodiment, the quantity and/or the type of activity indicators associated with 

the selected event may be modified by the user. For example, not all of the activity indicators 

available for a particular event may be of interest to the user and, thus, the user may be 

permitted to delete such activity indicators or prevent them from being displayed to the user 

during use of the media clip creation application via user interface 404. In one embodiment, 

the user may be able to add one or more custom activity indicators, such as "Halftime", or 

"Fight", for example, for a sporting event. Similarly, the user may be able to add an activity 

indicator such as "Excellent" for indicating a point of interest during the event that the user 

may find to be pleasing. In this embodiment, the user may add one or more custom activity 

indicators using a free-form text box or a pre-defined drop-down list presented by processor 

400 via user interface 404. The custom activity indicators entered by the user are received by 

processor 400 and displayed to the user during recording, as described below. The custom 

activity indicators) created by the user may also be assigned custom timing attributes, such as 

a "time duration" and/or "pre-activity" and/or "post-activity" time attributes that allow the 

processor to create media clips relative to when an activity indicator is selected in accordance 

with the time duration and time attributes. Processor 400 may suggest default values for such 

time attributes via user interface 404.  

[00941 At block 604., processor 400 causes a recording function of content capture device 100 

to become activated. For example, processor 400 may cause a camera and/or a microphone to 

begin capturing visual and/or audio information and providing a digitized representation of the 

visual and/or audio information to user interface 404 for presentation to the user during 

recording. The recording function may be activated using machine-readable instructions 

dedicated to such recording capabilities (such as pre-existing code resident in 100 to create still 

pictures, video, and/or audio recording), or it could reside in the machine-readable instructions 

comprising the media clip creation application.  

100951 At block 606, in one embodiment, processor 400 causes user interface 404 to display 

the one or inore activity indicators associated with the selected event or sub-event, less any 

event indicators that the user may have chosen not to use, and/or including any custom activity 

indicators that the user may have added from block 604. In another embodiment, the activity 

indicators are not displayed at this step. Rather, a "display/hide" indicator is presented to the 

user via user interface 404, such as a small icon that, when touched by the user, then causes the 

activity indicators to be shown. Such a display/hide indicator may be useful to avoid cluttering 

user display during recording.  
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[00961 At block 608, the user begins recording the event, typically by touching a "Record" 

icon displayed on user interface 404 or by other means, such as pressing a button on content 

capture and tagging device 100, issuing a voice command, or utilizing a separate remote control 

device communicating with content capture and tagging device 100. In response, processor 

400 begins storing digital information from the camera and/or microphone into a temporary 

digital file that grows in size as the recording progresses. When recording is complete, these 

temporary file is stored in memory 402 as a primary media recording.  

[00971 At block 610, an activity occurs while content capture and tagging device 100 is 

recording the event, corresponding to at least one of the activity indicators that are displayed 

on user interface 404 (or temporarily hidden from view). In another embodiment, media clips 

are created after the user has finished recording the event, whereby activity indicators are 

presented to the user as primary media recordings are reviewed by the user. In any case, in 

response to the activity occurring, the user selects one of the activity indicators corresponding 

to the activity. For example, if a soccer goal was scored, the user may select a "Goal" activity 

indicator displayed on user interface 404. If birthday cake was just blown out (or about to be 

blown out), the user may select "Candle Blowing" activity indicator displaced on user interface 

404. In general, the activity indicators may be selected by the user at any time, for example 

before, during, or after an actual activity occurs. Thus, if the user is recording video of a 

football game, and the football is on the one yard line, the user may have selected "Touchdown" 

just before the ball is snapped, believing it to be inevitable that the a touchdown is scored during 

the play.  

[00981 More than one activity indicator may be selected in association with an activity. In the 

just described example of a touchdown being scored, for example, a "Favorite Player" activity 

indicator may be selected, either in addition or alternative to, the "Touchdown" activity 

indicator, providing further information of the activity to processor 400, e.g. an association of 

the touchdown with a favorite player of the user. In another example, the user may select 

"Touchdown", "Favorite Player", and "Highlight" activity indicators, identifying that a 

touchdown occurred involving the user's favorite player, and that the user considered the play 

to be a "highlight" of the game for the user. Thus, two or more activity indicators may be 

associated with a single activity.  

[00991 At block 612, processor 400 may cause one or more queries to be displayed on user 

interface 404 in response to receiving the one or more activity indicator selections from the 

user at block 610, requesting additional information of the activity that just occurred. For 

example, in response to the user selecting a "score" activity indicator (e.g., touchdown, field 
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goal. home run, goal, etc.), processor 400 may present a query to the user asking which team 

scored, for example, by displaying a multiple-choice selection of each team. In another 

example, processor 400 may cause user interface 404 to display a list of names of people that 

the user entered at block 602 that might be associated with the score. The user may select one 

or more of the names on the list who scored. In yet another example, the user may be asked to 

tag the activity as being "public" or "private", which may limit availability of a resultant media 

clip to only family and friends, or make the resultant media clip available to others as well. In 

any event, the additional information is entered via user interface 404 and provided to processor 

400, where it is stored in memory 402 in association with an identification of the "score" 

activity indicator selected by the user. Such information may be referred to as activity 

identification information.  

1001001 At block 614, in one embodiment, an "activity indicator selection time" is recorded by 

processor 400 associated with a time when processor 400 received a selection of one of the 

activity indicators by the user. The activity indicator selection time operates as a "time stamp" 

of approximately when an activity has occurred. The activity indicator selection time can be 

taken from any reference point. For example, the activity indicator selection time could 

comprise a time of day, an elapsed time from when a particular recording began, an "lapsed 

time from when an actual or expected start time of the event, a time provided by server 104, 

etc. In an embodiment where media clips are created during review of primary media 

recordings, the activity indicator selection time may comprise the elapsed time from the start 

of the primary media recording, may be determined using a combination of the elapsed time 

with an actual time of when the recording began, or it may be determined by retrieving time

stamp information provided within the primary media recording during creation by processor 

400. The activity indicator selection time is stored by processor 400 in association with the 

information from block 612., e.g., the activity identification information.  

1001011 At block 616, processor 400 creates a media clip as content capture device 100 

continues to capture content, e.g., records an event. In another embodiment, the media clip is 

created after the user stops recording the event, during playback of a primary media recording 

previously created and stored in memory 402. The primary media recording refers to a digital 

audio/video file created and stored in memory 402 corresponding to the time between when 

the user began recording the event until the user stopped recording. In this embodiment, 

processor 400 causes the activity indicators to be displayed while the primary media recording 

is being reviewed, and creates a media clip from the primary media recording to include a 

portion of the primary media recording at a time when the user selects one of the activity 
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indicators. In any case, in one embodiment, processor 400 then stores the media clip and the 

associated activity identification information memory 402. As described previously, the 

activity identification information comprises information identifying one or more activity 

indicators that were selected, the time that the activity indicator(s) was/were selected (or 

received by processor 400), and potentially other information, such as the information 

described above at block 602, e.g., event identification information, an identification of a team 

that scored points in a game, the name or names of persons associated with an activity, an 

indication that an activity was a "highlight" or "favorite", a qualifier for the activity, e.g.  

difficult versus lucky, etc.  

[00102] In one embodiment, the media clip includes audio and /or video content of an activity 

that occurred before, after, or both before and after, the time that an activity indicator was 

selected by the user. For example, a "Field Goal" activity indicator may be selected by a user 

recording a football game when the offensive team has lined up at the line of scrimmage just 

before the field goal attempt. Processor 400 receives an indication that the "field goal" activity 

indicator was selected from user interface 404, and a video clip may be created comprising, for 

example, 4 seconds of audio/video information recorded by content capture device 100 prior 

to the time that the "Field Goal" activity indicator was selected, and 3 seconds of audio/video 

information after the "Field Goal" activity indicator was selected. The media clip duration and 

start time is determined by processor 400 by retrieving predetermined timing information 

associated with the selected activity indicator from meiiory 402. In this example, the timing 

information comprises a time duration of 7 seconds and a start time of 4 seconds prior to user 

selection of the "Field Goal" activity indicator. In this embodiment, e.g., as the event is being 

recorded, processor 400 waits to create the media clip until at least 3 seconds has elapsed from 

the time that the "Field Goal" activity indicator was selected. In an embodiment where the 

media clip is created from a primary media recording stored in memory 402, the media clip 

may be created immediately after the "Field Goal" activity indicator was received by processor 

400.  

[001031 Of course, multiple media clips may be created during a single recording, e.g., the time 

between when the user begins recording until the time that the user stops recording. As 

indicated above, the media clips may be created "on-the-fly" or after the user stops recording.  

[00104] In one embodiment, during media clip creation by processor 400, processor 400 inserts 

a "tag", "meta-tag", metadata, or "metadata keys" into the media clip comprising the activity 

identification information. For example, a popular audio and video editing software 

application known as "FFmpeg" allows users to add "metadata keys" to certain types of video 
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encoding formats, such as MOV, QuickTime., MP4, etc. The metadata keys include 

information that identifies a "title", "author", "artist", "episode ID", "year" and so on. This 

technique could be used by processor 400 to insert the activity identification information to the 

media clip directly so as to identify the media clip as a particular activity, as well as pertinent 

details regarding the activity, such as when the activity occurred, a time duration of the media 

clip, start/stop times of the media clip, names of persons or teams associated with the activity, 

etc.  

[001051 At block 618, in one embodiment, processor 400 assigns a file name to the media clip 

created as described above, using some or all of the activity identification information stored 

in memory 402 associated with the selected activity indicator. In another embodiment, the file 

name may be generic, and associated with activity identification information pertaining to the 

activity.  

[001061 The file name may be as simple as an identification of an activity associated with the 

activity indicator selected that caused creation of the media clip along with a unique number.  

For example, while recording music from a concert, a user may select a "Guitar Solo" activity 

indicator presented on user interface 404 a number of times throughout the concert each time 

that a solo is performed by a guitar player. Each time that the "Guitar Solo" activity indicator 

is selected, a media clip is created and stored in memory 402, with a file name such as 

"Music Concert GuitarSolo XXX.mp3", where "XXX" represents a three-digit number that 

is incremented each time that a new guitar solo media clip is created.  

[001071 In other embodiments, the file name may comprise much more information, such as 

any of the information the record created by processor 400 at blocks 602 and 616. Thus, files 

names such as: 

"KidsSoccer_07-04-2012_SanDiegoMichaelHighlight GoalHawks_003.avi" 

[001081 The above file name comprises activity indication information that identifies the media 

clip as associated with a children's soccer game played on July 4, 2012 in San Diego, featuring 

the user's child, "Michael". The information further indicates that the media clip is considered 

to be a "highlight" of the game, that a goal was scored (perhaps by Michael) by a team named 

the "Hawks", and that this is the third media clip created during the game. Thus, each media 

clip may have multiple types of meta-information on the activity that may be used to search 

and display media clips of interest. In another embodiment the activity meta-information is 

stored in a separate file or data base record and the file names merely serves as a reference to 

the content and may be of any form.  
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[001091 At block 620, at some time after one or more media clips are created and stored, the 

user may provide the media clip(s) to server 104 for distribution to others. A website may be 

provided by server 104 (or by another server) that allows users to log onto respective user 

accounts previously set up by each user and stored by server 104. The media clips may then 

be uploaded to server 104 via communication interface 406 and network 306 using well-known 

network communication protocols and techniques.  

[001101 At block 622, the media clip(s) is/are received by server 104 and stored in memory 502.  

In one embodiment, the media clip(s) is/arc stored in association with the user who uploaded 

the clip(s) in addition to the activity identification information corresponding to the activity.  

In this way, access to each user's clips may be limited to only the user and others who have 

permission from the user to access the media clip(s). In another embodiment, media clips are 

stored in association with at least some of the activity identification information. In another 

embodiment, in addition to the foregoing, the clip(s) is/are stored in memory 502 for general 

availability to others in association with activity identification information. Storing media clips 

in association with the activity identification information allows server 104 to locate media 

clips by keywords provided by persons interested in an event and/or activities associated with 

the event. In a further embodiment, the clips are stored in association with a curated playlist 

based on input from one or multiple users.  

1001111 At block 624, at some later time, an operator of content consumption device 102 may 

wish to view some or all of the media clips uploaded by the user or by other users. For example, 

the operator may have watched the same sporting event as the user, and want to access video 

clips relating to scoring, highlights, or other points of interest of the sporting event. In another 

example, the operator may have attended the same wedding ceremony as the user, the same 

graduation, the same party, etc. and wish to view media clips associated with these events and 

created by others.  

1001121 To access media clips, the operator may access a web site provided by server 104 or 

another server that allows the operator to search for media clips of interest. In another 

embodiment, the operator may launch a media clip viewing application resident on content 

consumption device 102 or the same media clip creation application residing on content capture 

and tagging device 100, in this embodiment, additionally capable of searching for and 

displaying media clips. The operator may only be permitted to access media clips belonging to 

friends or family members, after receiving the necessary permission(s) to do so, as is known in 

the art. In other embodiments, the operator may be allowed to search all media clips stored by 

memory 502, or only a subset of media clips stored in memory 502.  
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[001131 At block 626, the operator may be presented with a search page on content consumption 

device 102, where the operator may enter search criteria for media clips of interest. For 

example, a number of input-fields may be displayed, each enabling the operator to enter one or 

more search criteria., such as an event code, event type (e.g., baseball game, party, wedding, 

graduation, kid's sports, professional sports, etc.), a location where the event took place (e.g., 

a city, a park, an address, GPS coordinates, a business name, restaurant, church, etc.), a date 

range (e.g., clips created or uploaded within the past day, 7 days, month, etc.), the name of a 

person who may have appeared in a media clip, a team name, and/or other information to 

identify media clips of interest. Such input fields may comprise free text entry or selection from 

a pre-defined list of options, such as a drop-down list, a barrel, a coverflow widget, or other 

multiple choice selection mechanism. Server 104 may provide a selection of activities 

associated with various event types after the user enters an event type of interest. The user may 

select one or more of these activities to search for media clips containing the selected activities.  

[001141 At block 628, the search criteria from the operator is sent by content consumption 

device 102 to server 104 via network 106., using known communication protocols and/or 

techniques. In response, processor 500 searches memory 502 for media clips associated with 

activity identification information matching one or more of the search criteria provide by the 

operator.  

1001151 At block 630, server 104 may present one or more display options for the operator to 

view media clips when they are returned by server 104 as a result of receiving the search 

criteria, above. The display options may include presentation of media clips to the operator in 

one or more formats, such as one or more "Game-Based" formats", one or more "Team-Basedt" 

formats, one or more "Timeline" formats., one or more "Contiguous" formats, one or more 

"Player-Based" formats, or other formats available for selection by the operator, as described 

below. Each of these formats may require additional information from the operator, such as a 

team name, player name, activity type (representing activities of interest to the operator, such 

as scoring activities or highlights), a time or time period (e.g., "fourth quarter", "first period", 

"innings 7-9", etc.). Server 104 may present media clips in one of several available formats as 

a default format if the operator does not select a display option.  

[00116] For example, processor 500 may present sporting event media clips to the operator in a 

"Game-Based" format, whereby media clips matching at least some of the search criteria 

received at block 628 are presented to the operator in two columns, each column comprising 

media clips associated with one of two teams who played a game against each other. For 

example, each column may present a series of still images, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, etc., 
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representing media clips related to one or the other team, possibly arranged chronologically 

from top to bottom. In another example, only certain media clips are shown in each column, 

such as media clips associated with scoring or labeled as a highlight by a user who created the 

media clip..  

1001171 Processor 500 may alternatively present media clips in a "Team-Based" display, 

whereby sporting event media clips of only one of two or more teams are presented to the 

operator. For example, in a baseball game between Teamil and Team?, processor 500 may 

present a series of still images, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, etc. of media clips that involve 

scoring, highlights, or all media clips associated with Teaml, for example, The selection of 

which team to present may be provided to the operator at block 630.  

[001181 Processor 500 may present media clips in a "Player-Based" display, whereby sporting 

event media clips associated with a selected player in a game are presented to the operator. For 

example, in a basketball game between TeamX and TeamY, processor 500 may present a series 

of still images, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, etc. of media clips associated with player "X", 

playing on TeamX. In one embodiment, only media clips associated with scoring or highlights 

are presented.  

[00119] Processor 500 may present media clips in a "Timeline" display, whereby media clips 

are presented to the operator chronologically as an event occurred. For example, a timeline 

may be presented, indicating a time when activities took place during an event, and a 

corresponding media clip associated with each activity, represented by a series of still images, 

thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, etc. The operator may provide an indication of the types of 

activities to show on the timeline, such as "only scoring activities", "only highlights", "only a 

selected team", "only a selected player or players", etc.  

[00120] Processor 500 may present media clips in a "Contiguous" display, whereby media clips 

associated with the search criteria are combined into a single, contiguous media clip 

presentation. Such presentation may be achieved via combining multiple clips into a new single 

media stream, or to play back a series of clips consecutively. For example, an operator may 

search for all media clips labeled as a "highlight" that are associated with a party that the 

operator attended at a particular place on a particular date, and further indicate that the operator 

would like to view any resultant media clips as a "contiguous" format (e.g., a "highlight reel").  

In response, processor 500 searches memory 502 for media clips matching the criteria provided 

by the operator and combining the media clips matching the criteria (e.g., "party", "date", 

"place", "highlights") to produce a single media clip comprising all of the media clips matching 

the criteria. The media clips are typically arranged in chronological order, but may 
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alternatively be arranged randomly, or based on some other metric, such as a "popularity" 

metric assigned by processor 500 to media clips as they are viewed individually by others. The 

contiguous media clip is then presented to the operator. More than one contiguous media clips 

may be requested by the operator in regard to a particular event. So, for example, the same 

operator may additionally request media clips from the same party as described above, viewed 

in a contiguous format comprising only media clips containing himself.  

[001211 At block 632, processor 500 may receive a display preference from the operator from 

the selection of one of the display options presented to the user at block 630, the display 

preference indicating a preferred presentation of media clips to the user.  

[001221 At block 634, processor 500 presents media clips matching the operator's search criteria 

provided at block 628 and in a manner as indicated by the operator's selected display 

preference, as described above, by displaying still images, icons, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, 

or some other way to indicate the availability of a media clips. Other information regarding 

the associated media clips may be displayed as well, such as the time the activity took place, a 

type of goal that was scored, an individual's name associated an activity, etc., as obtained from 

information associated with or found in each of the media clips.  

[00123] At block 636, the operator may select one or more of the still images, icons, thumbnail 

videos, hyperlinks for viewing or listening. In response, a media clip associated with the 

selection may be streamed, downloaded, or otherwise provided to content consumption device 

102 for storage and/or viewing by the operator. The operator may be permitted to mark specific 

clips as favorites, either directly in the above mentioned list presentation or while watching a 

clip. Such list of favorites is stored by processor 400 and may further be forwarded to server 

104.  

[00124] FIG. 7 is flow diagram illustrating another embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips, this time by server 104, rather than by content capture and tagging device 100 as 

described in the method of FIG. 6. The method is implemented by processor 400 within content 

capture and tagging device 100 and processor 500 within server 104, each processor executing 

respective machine-readable instructions stored by memory 402 and memory 502, respectively.  

It should be understood that in some embodiments, not all of the steps shown in FIG. 7 are 

performed and that the order in which the steps are performed may be different in other 

embodiments. It should be further understood that some minor method steps have been omitted 

for purposes of clarity.  

1001251 At block 700, a user of content capture and tagging device 100 launches a content 

capture and tagging application resident on 100 via user interface 404 for allowing the user to 
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create primary media recordings based on content (audio and/or visual events) recorded by 

content capture and tagging device 100, and for providing activity identification information 

related to activities that occur during the primary media recordings. For example, the user may 

touch an icon displayed on user interface 404 to launch the application. In response, user 

interface 404 provides a signal to processor 400 for processor 400 to execute machine

readable instructions stored in memory 402 related to the content capture and tagging 

application. In one embodiment, the content capture and tagging application is tailored to a 

particular type of event, such as "sporting event", "wedding', "reception", "party", 

"graduation", "kids soccer game", "professional football game", etc. by only including activity 

indicators associated with each type of event. In another embodiment, the content capture and 

tagging application comprises activity indicators associated with multiple events, and the user 

is given an option to select an event prior to recording.  

[001261 At block 702, in one embodiment, processor 400 causes user interface to display a series 

of questions to the user regarding various attributes relating to an event that the user is about 

to record, and/or various attributes relating to one or more activity indicators, as described 

above with respect to block 602 of the embodiment of FIG. 6. In one embodiment, a request 

to change time attributes associated with one or more activity indicators is provided to server 

104, and server 104 may store the changed time attributes in memory 502 in association with 

each respective activity indicator, then provide an acknowledgement to content tagging device 

102. In one embodiment, the changed time attributes replace default time attributes stored in 

memory 502 and may be used to create media clips for other users. In another embodiment, 

the changed time attributes provided by content capture device 100 are used only to create 

media clips for the user who provided the changed time attributes. In this way, each user of 

server 104 may customize time attributes associated with connon activity indicators to create 

media clips of customized duration and pre/post times.  

[001271 At block 704, processor 400 causes a recording function of 100 to become activated, as 

described above with respect to block 604 of the embodiment of FIG. 6.  

[00128] At block 706, in one embodiment, processor 400 causes user interface 404 to display 

one or more activity indicators associated with the selected event, less any activity indicators 

that the user may have deleted or caused to be hidden, and/or including any custom activity 

indicators that the user may have added from block 702.  

[001291 At block 708, the user begins recording the event, typically by touching a "Record" 

icon displayed on user interface 404 or by other means, such as pressing a button on content 

capture and tagging device 100, or using some remote control mechanism communicating with 
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device 100. In response, processor 400 begins storing digital information from the camera 

and/or microphone into a temporary digital file that grows in size as the recording progresses.  

[00130] At block 710, an activity occurs while content capture device 100 is recording the event, 

corresponding to at least one of one or more activity indicators that may be displayed on user 

interface 404 (or temporarily hidden from view). In response to the activity, the user selects 

one of the activity indicators corresponding to the activity, as described above with respect to 

block 610 of the embodiment of FIG. 6. In another embodiment, activity indicators are 

presented to and selected by the user while primary media recordings are reviewed after the 

user has finished recording. An indication of selection of the activity indicator is provide to 

processor 500, identifying which one of the activity indicators was selected if more than one 

activity indicator is available for selection.  

1001311 At block 712, processor 400 may cause one or more queries to be displayed on user 

interface 404 in response to receiving the one or more activity indicator selections from the 

user at block 610, requesting additional information of the activity that just occurred as 

described above with respect to block 612 of the embodiment of FIG. 6.  

[00132] At block 714, in one embodiment, art activity indicator selection time is recorded by 

processor 400 in association with a time when processor 400 received a selection of one of the 

activity indicators by the user, as described above with respect to block 614 of the embodiment 

of FIG. 6. Processor 500 creates activity identification information, comprising at least the 

selection time. In other embodiments, the activity identification information further comprises 

an activity type associated with the activity indicator selected by the user. Other information 

may be included as weltl, such as the information obtained at block 712.  

[001331 At block 716, at some later time, recording is halted by the user by touching/pressing a 

"stop" indicator displayed on user interface 404 or a mechanical switch or button located on 

capture and tagging device 100, or via another remote control mechanism communicating with 

content capture and tagging device 100.  

[001341 At block 718, in response to the user halting recording, processor 400 creates a primary 

media recording using the digitized audio/video information captured during the recording 

process and stores it in memory 402. The primary media recording is typically in conformance 

with one or more well-known digital audio or video formats, such as AVI, MPG, WMV, MOV, 

FLV, WAV, AIFF, MP3, M4A, WMA, etc.  

[001351 At block 720., processor 400 associates activity identification information with the 

primary media recording, corresponding to one or more activities recorded in the primary 

media clip. The activity identification information may include, for example, an event code, 
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event type, activity name or identification associated with an activity indicator selected by the 

user, a date and/or time that the activity occurred, the activity indicator selection time, a 

location where the activity occurred, one or more team names associated with the activity, 

environmental information such as temperature, motion, day/night conditions, wind, rain, etc.  

or other information that may be associated with an activity, as described in blocks 702, 712, 

and/or 714.  

[001361 In one embodiment, the activity identification information is associated with the 

primary media recording by creating a separate data file containing the activity identification 

information and forming an association between the data file and the primary media recording.  

This association may be created using one of a number of known techniques, such as naming 

the data file and the primary media recording the same file name (excluding the file extension), 

storing the data file and the primary media recording in the same folder, assigning a unique 

code in the file name of both the data file and the primary media, use of a database to associate 

both primary media and the activity information, etc.  

[001371 In another embodiment, a separate data file is not created. Rather, the primary media 

recording itself is appended to include the activity identification information, such as by 

annotating or "tagging" the primary video file with "metadata keys". For example, a popular 

audio and video editing software application known as "FFmpeg" allows users to add 

"metadata keys" to certain types of video encoding formats, such as MOV, QuickTime, MP4, 

etc. The metadata keys include information that identifies a "title", "author", "artist", "episode 

ID", "year" and so on. This technique could be used to append the activity information to the 

primary media recording directly so as to identify one or more activities present in the primary 

media recording, a time that the activity(ies) occurred, a time length associated with each 

activity and/or start/stop times, and/or other information associated with each activity.  

[001381 In another embodiment, the primary media recording is assigned a file name comprising 

the activity identification information, as described above in block 616 of FIG. 6.  

[001391 At block 722, the user may upload the primary media recording and activity 

identification information to server 104 for server 104 to create one or more media clips 

automatically based on the activity identification information associated with the primary 

media recording, and/or in response to requests from others. A website may be provided by 

server 104 (or another web server) that allows the user to log onto an account previously set up 

by the user and stored by server 104. The primary media recording and associated activity 

identification information may then be uploaded to server 104 via communication interface 

406 and network 106 using well-known network communication protocols and techniques.  
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[001401 Primary media recordings and activity identification information do not have to be 

provided to server 104 at the same time. For example, a user of content capture and tagging 

device 100 may cause activity information to be uploaded to server 104 as it is triggered on 

user interface 404, but the corresponding primary media recording uploaded to server 104 at a 

later time, triggering clip generation at that point. In another example, a user of content capture 

device 100 may create a primary media recording of a portion of an event without tagging any 

activities that occur during the event. The primary media recording may then be provided to 

server 104. Thereafter, the user may review the primary media recording and select one or more 

activity indicators as the primary media recording is being presented. After selection of one or 

more activity indicators, activity identification information is generated by processor 400 in 

association with each activity indicator selected by the user, and then it may be provided to 

server 104 for server 104 to create media clips based on the activity identification information.  

[001411 In the just-described example, when a user selects an activity indicator during review 

of a primary media recording, the activity indicator selection time is typically stored as an 

elapsed time from when the primary media recording began. Server 104 uses the elapsed time 

to determine a point in time during the primary media recording when the activity occurred.  

[00142] At block 724, the primary media recording and associated activity identification 

information is received by server 104 and stored in memory 502. In one embodiment., the 

primary media recording and associated activity identification information is stored in 

association with the user who uploaded the file. In this way, access to each user's files may be 

limited to only the user and others who have permission from the user to access the primary 

media recording and media clips created by server 104 therefrom.  

[001431 Media clips are created by processor 500 using the primary media recording and 

associated activity identification information. Generally, one media clip is created for each 

activity indicator that was selected by the user. For example, if the user selected three different 

activity indicators during recording of an event, producing a primary media recording 15 

minutes in duration, processor 500 creates three media clips, each media clip created from the 

primary media recording near the activity indicator selection time of each of the three sets of 

received activity identification information. Each media clip has a time duration and start/end 

time in accordance with time attributes provided by the activity identification information. In 

another embodiment, time attributes associated with each activity indicator are stored in 

memory 502, and processor 500 uses these time attributes to create the media clips from the 

primary media recording at times specified by the time attributes. The media clips may be 

stored in association with at least some of the activity identification information used to create 
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each media clip and/or in association with a user who provided the primary media recording 

and/or in association with a respective primary media recording that was used to create each 

media clip.  

[001441 At block 726, at some later time, an operator of content consumption device 102 may 

wish to view activities that may have been recorded by others, such as another person who 

attended the same birthday party as the user who uploaded the primary media recordings to 

server 104. Generally, permission may be granted to others to view media clips created from 

media content captured and provided to server 104 by a first user.  

[001451 To request media clips from server 104, the operator may access a web site provided 

by server 104 or another server that allows the operator to search for media clips created from 

content provided by the operator or other users. In another embodiment, the operator may 

launch a media clip viewing application resident on content consumption device 102, or the 

same media clip creation application residing on content capture device 100 having additional 

capabilities of searching and displaying media clips.  

[001461 The operator may only be permitted to request media clips from primary media 

recordings belonging to friends or family members, after receiving the necessary permission(s) 

to do so, as is known in the art. In other embodiments, all primary video files, orjust a sub-set 

of all files, stored in memory 502 may be used to create media clips.  

1001471 At block 728, the operator may be presented with a search page, where the operator 

may enter search criteria for media clips of interest, as described above at block 626 of FIG. 6.  

[001481 At block 730, the search criteria from the operator is received by server 104 via network 

interface 306 and communication interface 506, using known communication protocols and/or 

techniques. In response, processor 500 searches memory 502 for primary media recordings 

associated with activity identification information matching one or more of the search criteria 

provide by the operator.  

1001491 In one embodiment, at block 732, server 104 finds the primary media recording 

uploaded by the user at block 722, which is associated with at least some of the search criteria 

provided by the operator.  

[001501 At block 734, in one embodiment, server 104 creates one or more media clips from the 

primary media recording, based on the search criteria from the operator. For example, if the 

operator was authorized to search primary media recordings uploaded by 20 friends, and the 

operator entered search criteria of "Baseball Game", "Kids", "April 12, 2013", "Sharks vs.  

Jets", and "highlights", processor 500 searches the accounts of the 20 friends for any primary 

media recordings comprising at least some of the search criteria. In one embodiment, processor 
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500 only uses primary media recordings associated with all of the search criteria, while in other 

embodiments, only a minimum number of search criteria have to be met in order for processor 

500 to use a particular primary media recording.  

[001511 In this embodiment, once at least one primary media recording has been identified, 

processor 500 uses the search criteria to create the media clips. For example, if processor 500 

identified one primary media recording meeting all of the search criteria, processor 500 creates 

one or more media clips of portions of the primary media recordings) based on the activity 

identification information associated with the primary media recording(s) and the search 

criteria provided by the operator. For example, if the operator requested media clips of only 

highlights of an event, processor 500 would create one or more media clips of activities 

designated as a highlight by the user who provided the primary media recording(s), using the 

activity identification information associated with the primary media recording(s).  

[001521 A single primary media recording may result in several media clips being generated 

from it by processor 500. For example, a single, primary media recording could have six 

touchdowns and three field goals recorded and each tagged as a "scoring" activity, which would 

result in nine media clips being created by processor 500 in response to a request from an 

operator searching for media clips relating to a football game and wanting media clips of only 

the scoring plays. As described previously, more than one activity indicator could be selected 

when an activity occurs. In this case, any media clip that is generated from activity 

identification information related to more than one activity indicator is stored in association 

with each activity indicator that was selected.  

[001531 Each media clip is created by copying a portion of the primary media recording in 

accordance with the activity identification information associated with each primary media 

recording. In some embodiments, the portion of the primary media that is copied to generate 

the clips can also be modified or reformatted to be readily reproduced in a variety of devices 

using a variety of transport mechanisms. The portion may be specified by a start time and a 

media clip time duration, an end time and a media clip time duration, a start and end time, or 

some other timing information that specifies the portion of the primary media recording 

containing a particular activity. In some embodiments, this information is not associated with 

primary media recordings, but rather stored in memory 502 as predefined information. For 

example, all media clips involving touchdowns could be defined as having a duration of fifteen 

seconds, beginning 7.5 seconds before a "touchdown" or "score" activity indicator was selected 

by a user and ending 7.5 seconds after the "touchdown" or "score" activity indicator was 

selected. Other activities could have similar, predefined time information associated with each 
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activity. In some embodiments, the time information may be modified by a user, operator, or 

system administrator as well.  

[00154] In any case, in this embodiment, processor 500 creates one or more media clips from 

one or more primary media recordings stored in memory 502, based on the search criteria and 

time information associated with the primary media recordings and/or predefined time 

information stored in memory 502. The media clips may then be stored in memory 502 in 

association with the operator and/or activity identification information and/or search criteria 

and/or event identification information for identification and retrieval by other operators.  

[00155] At block 736, server 104 may present one or more display options for the operator to 

view the media clips created by processor 500. The display options may include presentation 

of media clips to the operator in one or more formats, as described above at block 630 of FIG.  

6, such as one or more "Game-Based" formats", one or more "Team- Based" formats, one or 

more "Timeline" formats, one or more "Contiguous" formats, one or more "Player-Based" 

formats, or other formats available for selection by the operator.  

[001561 At block 738, processor 500 receives a display preference from content consumption 

device 102 after selection of one of the display options by the user at block 736, the display 

preference indicating a preferred presentation of media clips to the user.  

1001571 At block 740, processor 500 presents media clips matching the operator's search criteria 

received at block 730 and in a manner as indicated by the operator's selected display 

preference, as described above, by displaying still images, icons, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, 

or some other way to indicate the availability of a media clips. Other information regarding 

the associated media clips may be displayed as well, such as the time the activity took place, a 

type of goal that was scored, an individual's name associated an activity, etc., as obtained from 

information associated with or found in each of the media clips.  

[001581 At block 742, the operator may select one or more of the still images, icons, thumbnail 

videos, hyperlinks for viewing or listening. In response, a media clip associated with the 

selection is streamed, downloaded, or otherwise provided to content consumption device 102.  

[001591 FIG. 8 is an illustration of a system for creating media clips using one or more content 

capture devices 800a and 800b and/or one or more content tagging devices 802a and 802b. In 

this embodiment, content from an observable event is captured by content capture devices 800a 

and 800b that record the event and upload the content in the form of primary media recordings 

to server 804. while content tagging devices 802a and 802b generate tagging information 

(activity identification information) as predefined activities occur during the event. The system 

is useful for providing, for example, video clips of activities that occur during an event from 
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different angles and vantage points. For example, during parade, a first user standing right 

along the parade route may record the parade as it progresses in front of the first user, using 

content capture device 800a, while a second user may record the parade from a seat in some 

bleachers along the parade route, using content capture device 800b. Both users may provide 

primary media recordings of the event, i.e., the parade, to server 104. Meanwhile, a first user 

of content tagging device 802a, seated far back from the parade, could provide an indication to 

content tagging device 802a when a certain activity occurred during the parade, such as when 

a favorite marching band walks by, in order to later watch a close-up of the marching band via 

a media clip created by the primary media recording from the first user, at a time indicated by 

tagging information provided by the user of tagging device 102a. Meanwhile, a user of content 

tagging device 802b may watch the same parade on television, and provide tagging information 

to server 804 to create media clips at the time the user selected an activity indicator using 

content tagging device 102b. Server 804 uses the primary media recordings provided by the 

users of content capture devices 800a and 800b the tagging information provided by the users 

of content tagging devices 802a and 802b, to create media clips. The media clips are generally 

stored in association with each user who provided tagging information to server 804.  

[00160] It should be understood that although FIG. 8 shows only two content capture devices 

and two content tagging devices, a greater, or fewer, number of content capture devices could 

be used to provide content to server 804, while a greater, or fewer, number of content tagging 

devices could be used to provide activity identification information for use by server 804 to 

create media clips. For example, in one embodiment, a single content capture device 800a 

could be used to provide content, e.g., primary media recordings, to server 804 and a single 

content tagging device used to provide activity identification information to server 804. In 

another embodiment, five content capture devices 800 could be used to provide content of an 

event to server 804, while a single content tagging device 802 used to provide activity 

identification information. Virtually any combination of content capture devices and content 

tagging devices may be used to create media clips of activities occurring during an observable 

event.  

[001611 Each content capture device 800 comprises an electronic device capable of recording 

events, generating primary media recordings (and in some embodiments, media clips), and 

providing the primary media recordings to server 804 over one or more local or wide-area 

networks 806. Content capture devices 800a and 800b are similar to content capture and 

tagging device 100, described earlier, comprising devices such as smartphones, tablet 

computers, portable computers, network-capable cameras or audio recorders, network-capable 
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camera-equipped drones, smart watches or other wearable "smart" devices, or dedicated 

devices to record live events and activities that may occur during such events. Some of the 

content capture devices could alternatively comprise a computer, camera, or audio recorder 

that is not network-capable, but having a removable memory for insertion into such a network

capable device. Mul tiple types of content capture devices could be used in the system of FIG.  

8 to record and provide content, in the form of primary media recordings for example, to server 

804. Each type of content capture device generally comprises the same or similar circuitry as 

content capture and tagging device 100, functionally depicted in FIG. 4, comprising a 

processor, memory, user interface, network or other connectivity interface, and one or more 

transducers for recording observable events by generating digitized audio and/or video data 

representative of the events. It should be understood that in some embodiments, content 

tagging devices 800 may additionally comprise a capability of generating tagging information 

as well.  

[001621 The content tagging devices 802 each comprise an electronic device capable of 

receiving input from users and, in response, generating activity identification information, and 

providing the activity identification information to server 804. Content tagging devices do riot 

require a capability of recording audio and visual information, although many types may 

possess this capability. Examples of content tagging devices may include smartphones, tablet 

computers, portable computers, wearable devices such as smart watches, motion-detection 

bands or pendants, etc. Multiple types of content tagging devices could be used in the system 

of FIG. 8 to provide activity identification information to server 804 for use in creating and 

distributing media clips of the same observable event, as will be explained in greater detail 

below. Each content tagging device generally comprises the same or similar circuitry as 

content capture and tagging device 100, functionally depicted in FIG. 4, comprising a 

processor, memory, user interface, and a network interface. However, content tagging device 

802 may or may not comprise one or more transducers to record events as they occur, or even 

a user interface, as in the case of a wearable device.  

[001631 As just mentioned, content tagging devices may lack a user interface for the purpose of 

tagging an activity. For example, a content tagging device could comprise a wearable device 

such as a personal activity monitor worn on the wrist that measures steps taken, heartrate, body 

temperature, acceleration, and/or other information. Currently, such activity monitors include 

those retailed by Jawbone of San Francisco, Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington, 

Garmin of Schaffhausen, Switzerland, as well as several others. An activity may be tagged 

when a user's heartrate exceeds a default or user-selectable, predetermined heartrate threshold, 
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indicating that an exciting activity is taking place. In another embodiment. an activity may be 

tagged by a user tapping or shaking his or her wrist, where an accelerometer within the 

wearable device detects sudden accelerations as a result of these actions. In one embodiment, 

the number of taps or shakes, and/or the time between taps or shakes, may identify a 

predetermined media clip duration or particular types of activities. For example, when a user 

taps his wearable device once, it may indicate a desire by the user for server 804 to create a 

media clip lasting 5 seconds, while tapping the user's wearable device twice may indicate a 

desire for a longer media clip, such as 10 seconds. The number of shakes or taps associated 

with media clip durations may be stored in memory 402 inside the wearable device.  

Additionally, the wearable device may determine that the user is performing certain activities 

automatically, based on acceleration, temperature, and heartrate, such as determining when a 

surfer is paddling, standing, or riding a wave. For example, the wearable device may determine 

that a user is paddling by detecting the temperature changing from a relatively cold water 

temperature to a relatively warm air temperature repeatedly, detecting acceleration of the user's 

arm in an arcing manner, and/or detecting an increased heartrate, indicating that the user is 

paddling. Similarly, the acceleration profile inherent to catching a wave and finishing the ride 

can be used to determine the start- and end-times of a ride. Each one of these activities could 

be defined as an activity that the user may wish to define as a tagging activity. Furthermore, 

such wearable devices used to auto-detect activities may be configured with different profiles 

and thresholds for activity detection based on the activity type and the user's ability level. For 

example, one or more tagging profiles may be defined and offered in an application loaded 

onto a smartphone. Each tagging profile may comprise one or more pre-determined parameters 

used to determine a certain type of activity, each tagging profile tailored to a particular type of 

sporting activity. For example, a surfing profile may be loaded onto a wearable from a 

smartphone that defines one or more activity indicators defined by particular combinations of 

movement, acceleration, temperature, heartbeat, or other parameters as an activity for tagging.  

Other profiles might define certain combinations of similar parameters for use in cycling, 

baseball, volleyball, motocross, or virtually any sport. Each profile may be downloaded onto 

a wearable prior to a user engaging in a related sport, and when the user performs an activity 

matching one of the predefined activity indicators, tagging information is created and stored in 

a memory for later retrieval by another device.  

[001641 In another embodiment using a combination of wearables and content capture devices 

with two or more users, active tagging (such as tapping the wearable), or auto-detection of an 

activity may relate to the same user's or other user's content capture device. In one example of 
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two surfers each carrying a wearable and a content capture device, the auto-detection of a ride 

may apply to the motion and the content capture device of user 1. Once user I taps his wearable 

the auto-detection data of the user 2's device is used to identify the start and end-times 

applicable to primary content captured by user 1 recording the activity performed by user 2 and 

vice versa.  

[001651 Some content tagging devices, such as wearables, are not capable of communicating 

directly with wide area network 806. Thus, in some embodiments, these kinds of tagging 

devices store tagging information until they are either within range of a network-capable 

device, such as a smartphone, tablet or computer, where the tagging information may be 

offloaded via wireless or wired communication links.  

[001661 In any case, activity identification information is generated by each tagging device 

when an indication of an activity is provided to processor 400. The activity identification 

information may comprise, simply, an activity indicator selection time in an embodiment where 

a single, generic activity indicator is used.  

[001671 FIG. 9 is flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a method for creating media 

clips by server 804, using primary media recordings provided by one or more content capture 

devices 800 and activity identification information provided by one or more content tagging 

devices 802. In this example, two content capture devices are used and two content tagging 

devices are used in conjunction with server 804 to create media clips of a professional soccer 

game. It should be understood that while the method of FIG. 9 describes creation of media 

clips associated with a professional soccer game, the concepts disclosed hereunder may be 

applied to other events, such as other sporting events, concerts, weddings, parties, etc.  

[001681 In this example, content capture device 800a comprises a Wi-Fi enabled video recorder, 

and is affixed to a non-movable object, such as a pole, tripod, or stadium, positioned to view 

an entire soccer field. Content capture device 800a may be used to generate lengthy video 

recordings (e.g., primary video files) of entire quarters, or even an entire soccer game. Content 

capture device 800b, in this example, comprises a smartphone operated by a fan seated inside 

a stadium where the soccer game takes place, seated near one of the goals. Each of the content 

tagging devices in this example comprises a smartphone operated by respective users observing 

the soccer game, one of the users also seated inside the stadium, and the other watching the 

soccer gaime from home on TV. A single content consumption device 808 is shown, also 

comprising a smartphone, used to request media clips from server 804 and have the media clips 

arranged in a format potentially specified by a user of content consumption device 808. The 

method is implemented by a processor, such as processor 400, within each content capture 
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device, each content tagging device, and content consumption device 808, and a processor, 

such as processor 500, within server 804, each processor executing respective machine

instructions stored by a respective memory 402 or 502. It should be understood that in some 

embodiments, not all of the steps shown in FIG. 9 are performed and that the order in which 

the steps are performed may be different in other embodiments. It should be further understood 

that some minor method steps have been omitted for purposes of clarity.  

[001691 At block 900, the first user of content capture device 800a launches a content capture 

application resident on content capture device 800a via user interface 404, and the second user 

launches the same or similar content capture application on content capture device 800b, each 

application for allowing each respective user to create primary media recordings of content of 

the soccer game recorded by each content capture device. Details of this block are similar or 

the same as the description for block 700 of FIG. 7, above. The content capture application 

resident on both content capture devices may be limited to only generating primary media 

recordings and providing the files to server 804, or it may comprise other features, such as the 

ability to generate tagging information, generate media clips, as described in the method of 

FIG, 6, and/or the ability to search for and present media clips created by server 804, as 

described with respect to the method performed by content consumption device 102 in FIG 7.  

The content capture application may comprise a video and/or audio recording function 

commonly found on today's smartphones, or it may comprise an application specifically 

tailored to recording audio and/or visual information and providing the primary media 

recordings to server 804. In the former, primary audio and/or video clips may be provided to 

server 804 after the recordings have been completed, while in the latter, the primary media 

recordings may be provided to server 804 in a streaming manner as content is captured by the 

content capture application, or they may be provided to server 804 at some point after they 

have been created. In one embodiment, launching the tagging application causes a content 

capture device to initiate communications with server 804 in order, for example, to log onto a 

user's account maintained by server 804.  

[001701 At block 902, the user of content tagging device 802a launches a tagging application 

resident on content tagging device 802a via user interface 404, while another user launches the 

same or similar tagging application on content tagging device 802b, each tagging application 

for providing activity identification information related to activities that occur during the soccer 

game, and providing the activity identification information to server 804. The tagging 

application resident on the content tagging devices may comprise the media clip creation 

application described above, or it may be a different application having tagging capabilities.  
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In the former, the media clip tagging application could comprise instructions that allow users 

to create activity identification information without recording an event or viewing media 

associated with an event. In either case, the tagging application comprises instructions that 

allow a user to create activity identification information by selecting one or more predefined 

activity indictors or, in one embodiment, by simply providing a "generic" indication to 

processor 400 of a user's desire to tag an activity occurring during an event, e.g., an activity 

indicator that is not associated with one particular type of activity, or an existing button, key, 

or other hardware interface of the content tagging device. In one embodiment, launching the 

tagging application causes a content tagging device to initiate communications with server 804 

in order, for example, to log onto a user's account maintained by server 804.  

[001711 At block 904, in one embodiment, at least one of the users operating the content capture 

devices and/or the content tagging devices may be presented with a series of questions 

regarding various attributes relating to the event that the users are about to record or tag, and/or 

activity indicators related to the event type, similar to the questions described above with 

respect to block 702 of FIG. 7, referencing block 602 of FIG. 6. In another embodiment, these 

questions may be presented later, for example after the soccer ganie has finished and before 

primary media recordings and/or activity identification information is provided to server 804.  

[001721 The questions typically relate to the a type of event, date, time, place, team names, 

player names, kid's names, etc. for use in creating and identifying media clips generated later 

by server 804. In one embodiment, a user and/or server 804 may create a unique "event code" 

for purposes of associating primary media recordings of an event with activity identification 

information generated as a result of viewing the same event, so that media clips may be 

generated based on the event. Typically, when an event code is used to identify an event, it is 

transmitted in association with each primary media file provided to server 804 by content 

capture devices and each transmission of activity identification information from tagging 

devices in order for server 804 to associate primary media files with tagging information related 

to the same event.  

[001731 In one embodiment, an event code is created the first time that a user of either a content 

capture device or a content tagging device communicates with server 804 in regard to an event, 

in this case, the soccer game. In this example, an event code of 123ABC is assigned to the 

soccer game by server 804 and associated with the location of the soccer game (e.g., stadium 

name, city, address, etc.), the teams involved, the date/time of the game, etc. Thereafter, as 

other users initiate communications with server 804 (e.g., during set-up) server 804 provides 

the event code to respective content capture devices and content tagging devices when server 
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804 determines that a user is attending the same event, typically by determining a location of a 

user, and the current date and time that a communication is received. In other embodiments, 

server 804 compares information provided by users, such as team names, venue information, 

etc. to the information provided by the first user that caused creation of the event code, or to 

pre-existing event information stored in memory 502. When server 804 determines that at least 

some of the information received from other users matches the information provided by the 

first user, server 804 may alert these users that an event code already exists for a particular 

event and additionally provide information pertaining to the event, such as a location, team 

names, etc., and ask that these users confirm whether or not the same event is going to be 

recorded or tagged. When users confirm the same event, server 804 may provide the event 

code to the users' content capture devices or content tagging devices so that any primary media 

recordings or activity identification information created by these devices may include the event 

code in subsequent transmissions to server 804, thereby associating any primary media 

recordings or activity identification information with the event. All of this information could 

also reside in an event database in communication with server 804 that triggers the event related 

information to content or tagging devices based on login, location, etc.  

[00174] When server 804 confirms that a user of either content capture devices or content 

tagging devices is at a particular event, server 804 may transmit further attributes of the event 

to respective devices, such as team names, key players' names, individual or team statistics, or 

other infonnation that may aid users enter information after a primary media recording has 

been created or after an activity indicator is selected, as explained below.  

[001751 Additionally, the event code could be provided to friends or family of user to inform 

them that an event is being recorded or tagged, so that they may later use the event code to 

locate media clips associated with the event. In one embodiment, server 804 provides the event 

code to others by accessing contact information stored of user accounts stored in memory 502, 

then uses the contact information to send an email, text, or other message to these other users.  

In another embodiment, in addition or alternative to sever 804 sending the event codes, the 

content capture application and/or the tagging application causes content capture devices 

and/or content tagging devices, respectively, to send the event code to these other people via 

text, mail, or other message format. In one embodiment, the other people receive the event 

code via standard text messaging or e-mail applications or, in one embodiment, via a media clip 

viewing application resident on respective content consumption devices, which may be part of 

a media clip creation application, content capture application, or tagging application.  
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[001761 At block 906, each processor 400 in each of the content capture devices causes a 

recording function to become activated, as described above with respect to block 604 of the 

embodiment of FIG. 6.  

[00177] At block 908, in one embodiment, each processor 400 within each content tagging 

device causes user interface 404 to display the one or more activity indicators associated with 

a kid's soccer game. In this embodiment, only the content tagging devices display the activity 

indicators, as the content capture devices are used only to record the game. In another 

embodiment, however, one or more of the content capture devices may be configured to display 

activity indicators and be capable of generating activity identification information as well as 

primary media recordings during the game. In one embodiment, only a single, generic activity 

indicator is provided to users of the content tagging devices for providing an indication of 

general interest of any activity occurring during the soccer game.  

[001781 At block 910, each of the users begins recording the event using their respective content 

capture devices, typically by touching a "Record" icon displayed on user interface 404 or by 

other means, such as pressing a button on 100. In response, each processor 400 begins storing 

digital information from each of the cameras and/or microphones of each content capture 

device into a respective temporary digital file that grows in size as each of the recordings 

progress. In this example, the fixed content capture device 800a records each quarter in its 

entirety, while the other content capture device 800b records a greater number of videos, each 

having a shorter duration than the videos recorded by the fixed content capture device 800a.  

Any of this content may be streamed as it is being recorded to server 804, or stored locally and 

uploaded at a later time.  

[001791 At block 912, an activity occurs during the soccer game that may be of interest to at 

least one of the users operating one of the content tagging devices. For example, in this 

example, a goal is scored by the "Sharks" at 1:32:08 pm by Johnny Miller with an assist from 

Fred Smith. In response to the activity, at least one of the users operating the content tagging 

devices selects a "goal" activity indicator displayed on user interface 404, as described above 

with respect to block 610 of the embodiment of FIG. 6. More than one activity indicator may 

be selected by any of the users, also described above at block 610. In another embodiment, a 

user of a content tagging device selects a single, generic activity indicator, such as an icon 

displayed on user interface 404, or an existing button, key, or other hardware interface of the 

content tagging device. In this example, the user operating content tagging device 802a selects 

a "goal" activity indicator I second after the goal occurs, while the user operating content 

tagging device 802b selects a generic activity indicator 2 seconds after the goal occurs.  
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[001801 It should be understood that not all users of various content tagging devices have to be 

in attendance of an event in order to generate activity identification information. For example, 

some users of content tagging devices may be watching the soccer game at home or in a bar on 

TV and create activity identification information based on activities observed while watching 

the TV. Typically, this embodiment works only for real-time viewing, unless an adjustment is 

made to the tag times to account for the delay in a re-broadcast.  

[001811 At block 914, each processor 400 of each content tagging device may cause one or more 

queries to be displayed on each user interface 404, respectively, in response to receiving an 

indication that the "goal" activity indicator was selected, requesting additional information of 

the goal that was just scored, as described above with respect to block 612 of the embodiment 

of FIG. 6. For example, any user who selected the "goal" activity indicator may be asked to 

enter a team name that scored the goal, a player name that scored the goal, a player name who 

assisted in the goal, etc. In this example, the user of content tagging device 802a enters 

"Sharks" as the team who scored by Johnny Miller with an assist from Fred Smith. The user 

of content tagging device 802b does not enter any further information. To make entry fast and 

easy for users, drop-down menus or multiple-choice lists may be presented to users, based on 

event information provided by server 804 during the setup process described in block 904.  

[001821 At block 916, in one embodiment, an activity indicator selection time is recorded by 

processor 400 in each content tagging device as a result of a user selecting the "goal' activity 

indicator as each user observes the event, described above with respect to block 614 of the 

embodiment of FIG. 6. The activity indicator selection time is indicative of the time that 

processor 400 received an indication from user interface 404 of a selection of the "goal" activity 

indicator. This time may be slightly different than the time that the goal was actually scored.  

For example, if the goal was scored at 1:32:08 pm, the user may not have selected the "goal" 

activity indicator until 1:32:11 pm. In this example, content tagging device 802a records a goal 

time of 1:32:11 while content tagging device 802b records a goal time of 1:32:13.  

[001831 In another embodiment, users of content tagging devices may review one or more 

primary media recordings provided by one or more content capture devices after they have 

been recorded, and tag activities that occur during review of the recordings. For example, a 

primary media recording may be provided to a social media website, such as Facebook, where 

operators of content tagging devices may watch the primary media recording. Such a primary 

media recording may display event identification information associated with the primary 

media recording, such as an event code. Then, an operator of a content tagging device may 

watch the primary media recording and tag activities as they occur during review. As a result 
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of receiving an indication from the user of a content tagging device, processor 400 records a 

selection time equal to an elapsed time from when the primary media recording began. At 

some point during the review process, the user may enter the event code associated with the 

primary media recording into his or her content tagging device. The user may also be able to 

enter time attributes associated with any of the indications, as explained above. Processor 400 

then creates activity identification information related to each tagged activity, comprising at 

least the event code and the activity indicator selection time. The user may then provide the 

activity identification information to server 804., where processor 500 associates it with the 

primary media recording using the event code, where one or more media clips may be created, 

as explained below.  

[001841 At block 918, each processor 400 in each content tagging device that received a "goal" 

activity indicator selection by a respective user creates activity identification information and 

stores it in association with the selected activity indicator in a respective memory 402. The 

activity identification information comprises information associated with the goal, as described 

in blocks 914 and 916, above, such as an activity type ("goal"), event code, a date, time and 

place that the activity occurred, names of persons associated with the activity (in this example, 

Johnny Miller is listed as the person who scored the goal and Fred Smith is listed as assisting 

in the goal), a team name who scored the goal, whether the activity is considered a "highlight" 

or "favorite" by a user, an indication that the activity is associated with a user's child, an 

identification of the user who tagged the activity, etc. In one embodiment, the information 

from multiple activities tagged by a content tagging device is combined into a single activity 

identification information file. In this example, content tagging device 802a creates an activity 

identification information file comprising the following information: event code 123ABC, 

activity: goal, scored by: Johnny Miller, assisted by: Fred Smith, at 11:32:11. Content tagging 

device 802b creates an activity identification information file comprising the following 

information: event code: 123ABC, activity: "goal", scored at 11:32:13. Different activity 

indicator times can be used individually or collectively to determine parameters used to create 

clips.  

[001851 At block 920, at some later time, recording is halted by the user operating the 

smartphione (e.g., content capture device 800b) by touching/pressing a "stop" indicator 

displayed on user interface 404 or a mechanical switch or button located on 100, creating a 

primary media recording, for example sixty seconds long, encompassing some amount of time 

before the goal was scored as well as some time after the goal was scored, for example to 

capture the reaction of the players after the goal was scored. In this example, recording is 
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halted on the fixed content capture device 800a after completion of each quarter, resulting in 

four primary nedia recordings, each lasting fifteen minutes or more.  

[00186] At block 922, each of the primary nedia recordings described above are stored in a 

respective memory 402. The primary media recordings are created in conformance with one 

or more well-known digital audio/video formats, such as MP4, MTS, AVI, NIPG, WMV, 

MOV, FLV, WMA, WAV, AAC, MP3, etc. The primary media recordings may be assigned a 

file name comprising at least some identifying information, such as the event code discussed 

above at block 904., the date and time that the video recording was created, a time duration of 

the recording, and/or other information. Additionally, or alternatively, the primary media 

recording may be tagged to contain netatags or meta data, as described previously, comprising 

event identification information such as the event code assigned to the soccer game and/or 

other attributes, such as date, time, location, team nanes, recording start time, recording end 

time, nedia recording tine duration, an identification of the user who recorded the activity, 

etc.  

[001871 At block 924. each of the content capture devices and each of the content tagging 

devices provide their respective primary media recordings and activity identification 

information to server 804 via network 806. This may occur immediately after any of the media 

recordings/activity identification information is created, or at any time later, even hours, days, 

or weeks after the soccer game has ended. In this example, content capture device 800a 

provides four primary media recordings, content capture device 800b provides twelve primary 

media recordings, while content tagging devices 802a and 802b each provide activity 

identification information associated with a single activity, e.g., the goal that was scored.  

[001881 In another embodiment, each of the content tagging devices provides their respective 

activity identification information to a single, predetermined content tagging device for 

aggregating activity indicator selection times associated with each content tagging device. For 

example, if five content tagging devices are used by five respective users during a sporting 

event, four of the five content tagging devices could provide their activity identification 

information to the fifth content tagging device, so that the fifth content tagging device may 

calculate an estimated time that each activity occurred during the sporting event. In one 

embodiment, each of the four content tagging devices provides their respective activity 

identification information to server 804 (or to an intermediate server via a local area network 

such as Wi-Fi, or via a broadcast or multicast message), and server 804 (or intermediate server) 

transmits each activity identification information to a fifth content tagging device. For 

example, a touchdown imay have been tagged as occurring at five different times by the users, 
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differing by four seconds, for example. The fifth device may be tasked to calculate an average, 

or median, time (sometimes referred to herein as an "aggregated time") that the touchdown 

occurred, using the four activity indictor selection times provided in the activity identification 

information from the four other content tagging devices. After the fifth device has calculated 

the aggregate time of the touchdown, it may provide the aggregated time to server 804, either 

directly of via the intermediate server, for use in creating a nedia clip based on the aggregated 

time. In this way, server 804 need only create one media clip when five activity indictors are 

selected within a short period of time from one another, typically signifying the same activity.  

Alternatively, all five content tagging devices may broad- or multi-cast their tagging 

information enabling each content capture device or intermediate server or server 804 to 

independently determine above aggregated time.  

1001891 In another embodiment, the activity identification information provided to the fifth 

content tagging device by the other content tagging devices is modified with the aggregated 

time calculated by the fifth content tagging device. Then the modified activity identification 

information provided by each of the five content tagging devices is provided to server 804 by 

the fifth content tagging device. In another embodiment, the fifth device may provide the 

aggregated time or modified activity identification information from each content tagging 

device to content capture devices associated with the event, so that each content capture device 

may create media clips based on the aggregated time. Server 804., or an intermediate server, 

may provide an identification of each content tagging device and content capture device 

actively associated with an event to other content tagging devices and content capture devices 

in this embodiment. Content tagging devices and content capture devices may be actively 

associated with an event when they provide an indication to server 804 that they are observing 

the same event, as defined by an event code, location, team names, or some other common 

event attribute, described above at block 904.  

1001901 In another, related embodiment, the activity indicator selection times from two or more 

tagging devices may be aggregated by server 804 and provided to one or more content capture 

devices and content capture and tagging devices for each content creation device to create one 

or more media clips based on the aggregated selection time from the two or more content 

tagging devices. Each content capture device or content capture and tagging device may then 

provide their respective media clips to other content capture devices, content capture and 

tagging devices, content tagging devices, andlor server 804. In a related embodiment. server 

804 may create a media clip based on the aggregated time, as discussed below.  
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[001911 In yet another embodiment, primary media recordings may be provided from one 

content capture device to one or more content tagging devices, either directly via a peer-to-peer 

wireless link or through a local server via a local, Wi-Fi network, where the primary media 

recording may be annotated, or associated, with tagging information by each content tagging 

device. Then, each of the content tagging devices may provide the annotated primary media 

recordings, or non-annotated primary media recordings plus tagging information, to server 804 

for creation of media clips based on the annotated, or associated, tagging information.  

[001921 At block 926, the primary media recordings and activity identification information is 

received by server 804 and stored in memory 502. In one embodiment, each of the recordings 

and identification information is stored in association with a user account belonging to each 

respective user who provided either a primary media recording or activity event information.  

Alternatively, or in addition, the primary media recordings are stored in association with event 

identification information associated with each primary media recording, while activity 

identification information provided by content tagging devices is stored in association with the 

activity identification information, which may include event identification information. In one 

embodiment, processor 500 evaluates primary media recordings and activity identification 

information to determine whether they reference the same event by comparing respective event 

identification information associated with each. When a match is found, processor 500 stores 

primary media recordings in association with each matching activity identification information.  

[001931 At block 928, processor 500 creates one or more media clips based on the received 

primary media recordings and activity identification information associated with the same 

soccer game. in one embodiment, by applying time attributes of any activity identification 

information having the same event code as any primary media recordings. In other 

embodiments, other information is used to associate primary media recordings with activity 

identification infonnation., such as date, time, location, camera orientation and angle, team 

names, player's names, and/or other information provided by capture devices and content 

tagging devices as they provide primary media recordings and activity identification 

information to server 804. In one embodiment, an association between primary media 

recordings and tagging information is made based on motion. For example, two surfers, one 

having a board-mounted camera plus a motion-triggered tagging device set to trigger when 

catching a wave, and the other having a handheld camera. If the tagging device and the board

mounted camera of surfer 1 have a correlated trajectory, then the tagging information created 

by the tagging device and the footage from the board-mounted camera are correlated.  
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Otherwise, a trigger from the second tagging device of surfer I (e.g. wrist shake) implies a 

second, hand-held camera filing surfer 2.  

[00194] To create media clips, in one embodiment, processor 500 may compare the activity 

indicator selection time, or aggregated time, of any received activity identification information 

to determine whether two users of two different content tagging devices have tagged the same 

activity in the soccer game. In this example, the user of content tagging device 802a selected 

the "goal" activity indicator at 1:32:11 pm, while the user of content tagging device 802b 

selected the "goal" activity indicator at 1:32:13 pn. In one embodiment, if the time difference 

between these two times is less than a predetermined amount, such as 5 seconds, processor 500 

may consider the two times to indicate the same activity, in this case the soccer goal that was 

scored at 1:32:08 pm. The predetermined amount of time is chosen small enough to allow for 

differences in user reaction time between the occurrence of an activity and when a user selects 

a corresponding activity indicator, while large enough to differentiate between different 

activities that may have occurred near each other in time. In one embodiment, processor 500 

determines an estimated time that the activity occurred by taking the average, or median, of the 

two activity indicator selection times to produce an aggregated time for use in creating a single 

media clip based on the input from two content tagging devices, content tagging device 802a 

and 802b, as described below. In this example, the average activity indicator selection time is 

1:32:12 pin.  

[001951 In one embodiment, after an aggregated time has been determined for a particular 

activity, server 804 may later receive activity identification information related to the same 

activity from a third tagging device, determined by comparing the activity indicator selection 

time from the third tagging device to the aggregated time. If the activity indicator selection 

tinte from the third tagging device is within a predetermined time period from the aggregated 

time, such as two seconds. server 804 does not create another media clip, but may either do 

nothing, or simply copy the existing media clip and associated activity information to an 

account associated with a user of the third tagging device. This greatly reduces the processing 

required by processor 500.  

[001961 In another related embodiment, an aggregated time may be calculated from activity 

identification information received from two or more tagging devices having activity indicator 

selection times within a predetermined time from each other, but having different activity types 

associated with one or more of the received activity identification information. For example, 

an activity indicator selection time from a first tagging device may indicate selection of a "goal" 

activity indicator at 5:04:44, indicating that a "goal" was scored, while an activity indicator 
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selection time from a second tagging device may indicate selection of a "great play" activity 

indicator at 5:04:42. In this case, since the two selection times are within a predetermined time 

from each other (in this example, two seconds), server 804 calculates an aggregated time of 

5:44:43 and creates only one media clip from a primary media recording received by a content 

capture device also at the same soccer game (also determined by server 804 using techniques 

discussed previously). The resultant media clip is stored in association with both the "goal" 

activity type and the "great play" activity type so that the media clip can be found by using 

search terms of either "homern" or "great play". In one embodiment, the media clip is stored 

in an account associated with a user of the first tagging device in association with only the 

"homerun" activity type, while another copy of the media clip is stored in an account associated 

with a user of the second tagging device.  

1001971 In a related embodiment, server 804 may receive activity identification information 

from a third tagging device comprising an activity indicator selection time within the a 

predetermined time from the aggregated time mentioned above, but having an activity type of 

either "goal", "great play", or "assist", for example. In this case., server 804 again does not 

create a new media clip (because the activity indicator selection time is within a predetermined 

time from the aggregated time, such as two seconds), but rather associates the media clip 

additionally to the "assist" activity type, indicating that the media clip can be referenced by 

using a search term of either "goal" or "great play", or "assist". The same media clip could be 

stored in accounts associated with each user of each respective tagging device, each one stored 

in association with the "goal", "great play", or "assist" activity type, respectively.  

[001981 In any case, whether an aggregate time is calculated or not, processor 500 then identifies 

any primary media recordings of the same event having content recorded at or near the activity 

indicator selection time (or aggregated time), based on the timing information associated with 

each of the primary media recordings such as a video recording start/stop time and/or time 

duration. In this example, processor 500 identifies one of the primary media recordings from 

content capture device 800a, showing the goal from the fixed video camera (content capture 

device 800a), and the other from one of the primary media recordings provided by the 

smartphone (content capture device 800b), showing the goal scored from the perspective of the 

user of content capture device 800b.  

[00199] In another embodiment, processor 500 processes each primary media recording to 

determine if any activity identification information has been tagged at a time encompassed by 

each primary media recording.  
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[002001 In either case, processor 500, in this example, creates two media clips, one from the 

identified, primary media recording provided by content capture device 800a, and the other 

from the identified primary media recording provided by content capture device 800b, by 

copying a portion of each primary media recording in accordance with the time attributes 

contained in the activity identification information and/or time attributes stored in memory 502, 

for example, a time duration and/or pre-activity time and/or post-activity time relative to when 

a respective activity indicator was selected by a user, in accordance with selection times 

provided in the activity identification information. For example, memory 502 may store a 

predefined "goal" time duration of 20 seconds, and a pre-activity goal start time of -12 seconds, 

indicating a media clip start time 12 seconds prior to when a "goal" activity indicator is selected 

by a user of a content tagging device. When creating the first media clip, processor 500 may 

first determine whether the activity identification information provided by content tagging 

device 802a indicates customized media clip time attributes, e.g., whether the user of content 

tagging device 802a has specified time attributes for the goal that was scored. If not, processor 

500 may use the time attributes stored in memory 502 to create the first media clip, comprising 

20 seconds of video content of the soccer game from the identified primary media recording 

provided by content capture device 800a, 12 seconds before the "goal" indicator was selected 

and lasting 20 seconds (or 12 seconds before an estimated average/median activity indicator 

selection time). For example, in this case, processor 500 uses the aggregated time of 1:32:12 

pm, along with the "goal" time duration of 20 seconds, to create a first media clip from the 

primary media recording provided by content capture device 800a, showing Johnny Miller 

scoring the goal, beginning, 12 seconds prior to the aggregated time and lasting 20 seconds 

afterwards, from a view of the entire soccer field where content capture device 800a is located.  

Processor 500 then creates a second media clip from the primary media recording provided by 

content capture device 800b, showing Johnny Miller scoring the goal, beginning 12 seconds 

prior to the aggregated time and lasting 20 seconds afterwards, from a view of the user 

operating content capture device 802b near one of the goals.  

[002011 In another embodiment, processor 500 creates one media clip for each activity 

identified in an event by any content tagging device. Thus, in the example above, processor 

500 would create a first media clip from the primary media recording provided by content 

capture device 800a in accordance with the activity indicator selection time in the activity 

identification information from content tagging device 802a. a second media clip from the 

primary media recording provided by content capture device 800a in accordance with the 

activity indicator selection time in the activity identification information from content tagging 
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device 802b, a third media clip from the primary media recording provided by content capture 

device 800b in accordance with the activity indicator selection time in the activity identification 

information from content tagging device 802a, and a fourth media clip from the primary media 

recording provided by content capture device 800b in accordance with the activity indicator 

selection time in the activity identification information from content tagging device 802b.  

[002021 Processor 500 assigns a file name to each media clip created, and stores the media clips 

in memory 502, in one embodiment, in accounts associated with any of the users that provided 

either primary media recordings and/or activity identification information. Processor 500 

determines which user accounts to store media clips from user identification information 

provided with the primary media recordings and/or activity identification information. The file 

name could be representative of the goal that occurred and information relating to it, such as 

the date and time that the goal was scored (or the (average/median) activity indicator selection 

time), the place where the goal was scored, one or more team names, the name of the person 

who scored and/or assisted with the goal, and/or other information contained in one or more 

activity identification information files that were used to create the media clips. In another 

embodiment, this information may be appended to the media clip itself, using well-known 

editing techniques, such as the audio and video editing software application known as 

"FFmpeg", described above at block 720 of FIG. 7. In yet another embodiment, media clips 

are given a generic name and indexed in storage device 502 based on at least some of the 

activity identification information associated with the activity identification information used 

to create each respective media clip. For example, media clips may be stored at a URL that is 

identified with the event and specific activity identification information either by the URL 

itself, or by means of cross-reference from another storage medium for the activity 

identification information, e.g. a database.  

[002031 In one embodiment, media clips are stored in an account associated with users who 

either provided the primary media recording from which a media clip was created, and/or 

activity identification information from which the media clip was created. In this way, access 

to each user's files may be limited to only the user and others who have permission from the 

user to access the media clips. In another embodiment, media clips are stored in association 

with at least some of the related activity identification information, which may include event 

identification information.  

[002041 Thus, two media clips are created in this example showing the same activity (the goal 

scored by Johnny Miller) from two different vantage points (one from the fixed camera and 

one near one of the goals).  
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[002051 Processor continues to create media clips based on any other primary media recordings 

and/or event/activity identification information that is received by server 804 and associated 

with the soccer game. For example, at some later point in time, another content tagging device 

may provide activity identification information to server 804, identifying a corner kick in the 

same soccer game. Upon receiving this activity identification information, processor 500 

evaluates any primary media recordings that contain footage of the soccer game encompassing 

the activity indicator selection time of the new activity identification information, and creates 

additional media clips accordingly. In another example, at some later point in time, another 

content capture device may provide a primary media recording of the sarne soccer game at a 

different viewing vantage point than either content capture device 800a or 800b. Processor 

evaluates the new primary media recording and determines that it is associated with the soccer 

game (e.g., by evaluating an event code or other information associated with the primary media 

recording, or a manual association process performed by the operator / owner of the other 

content capture device), and then identifies any activity identification information associated 

with the soccer game. If any of activity identification information comprises an activity 

indicator selection time encompassed by the new primary media recording, processor 500 

creates a new media clip in accordance with the activity identification information and/or 

timing information stored in memory 502. In one embodiment, as additional activity 

identification information is received, a new aggregated time may be calculated, and new media 

clips are created based on the new aggregated time. If the newly averaged or otherwise 

calculated indicator selection time is within a configurable interval of the existing clips' 

selection time however, server 804 may decide to associate the existing clip with the new 

activity indicator instead of creating a new media clip.  

[002061 After the media clips have been created and stored, they may be viewed on a website 

provided by server 804 (or another server) by content consumption device 808, comprising a 

PC, smartphone, computer, tablet, wearable device, or other device, similar to content 

consumption and tagging device 100. For example, any of the users of content capture devices 

800a and 800b or content tagging devices 802a and 802b as well as any member of the general 

public, may wish to view media clips of the soccer game created by server 804.  

[002071 To request media clips of the soccer game, at block 930, individuals may access a web 

site provided by server 804, or another server, that allows individuals to view media clips of 

certain events, such as sporting events, weddings, parties, graduations, etc. In another 

embodiment, individuals may each launch a media clip viewing application resident on content 

consumption device 808 such as the content capture application residing on content capture 
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device 800a or 800b having additional capabilities of searching and displaying media clips, or 

the tagging application residing on content tagging device 802a or 802b having additional 

capabilities of searching and displaying media clips.  

[002081 Individuals searching for media clips may be restricted to those associated with an 

individual, or friends or family of the individual, after receiving the necessary permission(s) to 

do so, as is known in the art. In other embodiments, individuals are permitted access to all, or 

a sub-set of all, media clips stored by server 804.  

[002091 At block 930, the operator of content consumption device 808 may be presented with a 

search page, where the operator may enter search criteria for media clips of interest, as 

described above at block 626 of FIG. 6. Such search criteria may comprise an event code 

assigned to the soccer game by server 804 and/or one of the users who previously provided 

primary media recordings or activity identification information to server 804. The event code 

may have been received by e-mail, text, or via the media clip viewing application, as explained 

previously. In another embodiment, the user may enter event-relevant terms in a free-text 

search field, such as a tournament name, an age group, a team name, a team member's name, 

or similar criteria.  

[002101 At block 932, similar to block 736 in FIG. 7, server 804 may present one or more display 

options for the operator to view media clips associated with the soccer game. The display 

options may include presentation of media clips to the operator in one or more formats, 

described above at block 630 of FIG. 6, such as one or more "Game-Based" formats", one or 

more "Team-Based" formats, one or more "Timeline" formats, one or more "Contiguous" 

formats, one or more "Player-Based" formats, or other formats available for selection by the 

operator.  

[002111 At block 934, processor 500 receives a display preference from the operator from 

selection of one of the display options provided to the user at block 932, the display preference 

indicating a preferred presentation of media clips to the user.  

[002121 At block 934, processor 500 presents media clips matching the operator's search criteria 

in a manner as indicated by the operator's selected display options, by displaying still images, 

icons, thumbnail videos, hyperlinks, or some other way to indicate the availability of a media 

clips. Other information regarding the associated media clips may be displayed as well, such 

as the time the activity took place, a type of goal that was scored, an individual's name 

associated an activity, an identification of the user who provided the primary media recording 

associated with each clip, etc., as obtained from information associated with or found in each 

of the media clips. When more than one view of a particular activity is available, such as the 
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two media clips created showing the goal scored by Johnny Miller, processor 500 may present 

an indication that multiple views are available to the individual. For example, processor 500 

could present two still images, icons, thumbnail videos, or hyperlinks, one for each of the two 

views of the goal. Alternatively, processor 500 could present a selectable icon or similar user 

interface element indicating to the user that multiple views are available. Selecting such icon 

or similar element would present the user with another dynamic user interface element allowing 

to choose a specific view, e.g. a list of camera names.  

[002131 At block 936, the operator may select one or more of the still images, icons, thumbnail 

videos, hyperlinks for viewing or listening. In response, a media clip associated with the 

selection is streamed, downloaded, or otherwise provided to content consumption device 808 

from server 804.  

1002141 The methods or steps described in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein 

may be embodied directly in hardware or embodied in machine-readable instructions executed 

by a processor, or a combination of both. The machine-readable instructions may reside in 

RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, 

hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the 

art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the processor such that the processor can read 

information from. and write information to, the storage medium. In the alternative, the storage 

medium may be integral to the processor. The processor and the storage medium may reside in 

an ASIC. In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium may reside as discrete 

components.  

[002151 Accordingly, an embodiment of the invention may comprise a non-transitory machine

readable media embodying code or machine-readable instructions to implement the teachings, 

methods, processes, algorithms, steps and/or functions disclosed herein.  

[002161 While the foregoing disclosure shows illustrative embodiments of the invention, it 

should be noted that various changes and modifications could be made herein without departing 

from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. The functions, steps and/or 

actions of the method claims in accordance with the embodiments of the invention described 

herein need not be performed in any particular order. Furthermore, although elements of the 

invention may be described or claimed in the singular, the plural is contemplated unless 

limitation to the singular is explicitly stated.  
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CLAIMS 
We claim: 

I. A server for creating media clips, comprising: 

a network interface for receiving one or more primary media recordings and one or 

more instances of activity identification information, each instance of the one or more activity 

identification information comprising a selection time when an activity indicator was selected 

by a user in response to an activity occurring during an event; 

a memory for storing the one or more primary media recordings, the one or more 

instances of activity identification information, and machine-readable instructions; and 

a processor coupled to the network interface and the memory, for executing the 

machine-readable instructions that cause the server to: 

create one or more media clips from one or more portions of the one or more primary media 

recordings at one or more times during the one or more primary media recordings 

corresponding to the selection time of at least one of the one or more instances of activity 

identification information.  

2. The server of claim 1, wherein the one or more primary media recordings and the one 

or more instances of activity identification information are received from a single content 

capture and tagging device.  

3. The server of claim 1, wherein the one or more primary media recordings are received 

from one or more content capture devices and the one or more instances of activity 

identification information are received from one or more content tagging devices.  

4. The server of claim 2, wherein each of the selection times comprises a time recorded 

by the content capture and tagging device when an indication was received by the content 

capture and tagging device as the event was being recorded by the content capture and 

tagging device.  

5. The server of claim 2., wherein at least one of the selection times comprise an elapsed 

time from a start time of at least one of the one or more primary media recordings as at least 

one of the primary media recordings was reviewed by the user.  
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6. The server of claim 2, wherein at least some of the instances of activity identification 

information further comprises an identification of a first, predefined activity indicator 

selected by the user of the content capture and tagging device, the first, predefined activity 

indicator associated with a first activity that occurred during the event, wherein the machine

readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to: 

store the one or more media clips in the memory in association with the first, 

predefined activity that occurred during the event.  

7. The server of claim 2, wherein at least one of the one or more instances of activity 

identification information comprise a time duration, wherein the machine-readable 

instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to create the one or more 

media clips comprising copies of one or more of the portions of the one or more primary 

media recordings, each of the one or more portions equal in duration to the time duration.  

8. The server of claim 7, wherein at least one of the instances of activity identification 

information further comprise a pre-activity time indicative of a portion of a first activity to be 

included in the one or more media clips that occurs prior to receipt of the indication, wherein 

the machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to create 

the one or more media clips comprising one or more portions of the one or more primary 

media recordings equal in duration to the time duration, beginning at a time of receipt of the 

indication less the pre--activity time.  

9. The server of claim 7, wherein at least one of the one or more instances of activity 

identification information comprises a post-activity time indicative of a portion of a first 

activity to be included in the one or more media clips that occurs after receipt of the 

indication, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause 

the server to create the one or more media clips comprising a portion of each of the primary 

media recordings equal in duration to the time duration, ending at a time of receipt of the 

indication plus the post-activity time.  

10. The server of claim 2, wherein the memory further stores a time duration associated 

with at least one of the one or more instances of activity identification information, wherein 

the machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to create 
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the one or more media clips comprising a portion of the one or more primary media 

recordings equal in duration to the time duration.  

11. The server of claim 10, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive a request from one of the content capture devices to change the time duration 

to a user-selected time duration; and 

create the one or more media clips using the user-selected time duration.  

12. The server of claim 2, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

retrieve event identification information from one of the one or more instances of 

activity identification information, the event identification information comprising 

information that describes at least one attribute of the event; and 

store the one or more media clips in the memory in association with the event 

identification information.  

13. The server of claim 12, wherein the event identification information comprises an 

event code assigned to the event that uniquely identifies the event.  

14. The server of claim 13, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

identify an event from the event identification information; 

determine that the event has not yet been assigned an event code; and 

assign the event code when the event has not yet been assigned an event code.  

15, The server of claim 2, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the one or more media clips in the memory, each of the one or more media clips 

stored in association with a respective one of the one or more instances of the activity 

identification information used to create a respective media clip; 

receive search criteria from a content consumption device via the network interface; 

compare the search criteria to the activity identification information associated with 

each of the one or more media clips; and 
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provide one or more of the one or more media clips to the content consumption device 

when at least some of the search criteria matches at least some of the activity identification 

information associated with the one or more media clips.  

16. The server of claim 15, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive second activity identification information from the content capture device, the 

second activity identification information corresponding to a second activity that occurred 

during the event and comprising a second selection time corresponding to when a second 

indication associated with an occurrence of the second activity was received by the content 

capture device from the user of the content capture device; and 

create a second media clip from a second portion of the primary media recording at a 

time during the primary media recording corresponding to the second selection time.  

17. The server of claim 16, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the second media clip in the memory in association with the second activity 

identification information; 

receive search criteria from a content consumption device via the network interface; 

compare the search criteria to the activity identification information and the second 

activity identification information; and 

provide the media clip to the content consumption device when at least some of the 

search criteria matches at least some of the activity identification information associated with 

the media clip, and provide the second media clip to the content consumption device when at 

least some of the search criteria matches at least some of the second activity identification 

information associated with the second media clip.  

18. The server of claim 15, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive a display preference from the content consumption device, the display 

preference indicating a preferred presentation of the one or more media clips; and; 

present an indication of one or more of the one or more media clips to the content 

consumption device in accordance with the display preference.  
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19. The server of claim 18, wherein the display preference comprises a request to view 

media clips in accordance with a first attribute, wherein the machine-readable instructions 

further comprise instructions that causes the server to: 

determine whether at least some of the one or more instances of activity identification 

information comprises the first attribute; and 

present one or more of the one or more media clips in association with the first 

attribute when the activity identification information of any of the one or more media clips 

comprises the first attribute.  

20. The server of claim 3, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive a first primary media recording of at least a portion of the event from a first 

content capture device: 

receive first activity identification information from a first content tagging device, the 

first activity identification information corresponding to a first activity that occurred during 

the event and comprising a first selection time corresponding to when a first indication 

associated with the first activity was received by the first content tagging device from a user 

of the first content tagging device; 

create a first media clip from a first portion of the first primary media recording at a 

time during the first primary media recording corresponding to the first selection time from 

the first content tagging device.  

21. The server of claim 20, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the first media clip in an account associated with the user of the first content 

tagging device.  

22. The server of claim 20, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive second activity identification information from a second content tagging 

device, the second activity identification information corresponding to the first activity that 

occurred during the event and comprising a second selection time corresponding to when a 

second indication associated with an occurrence of the activity was received by the second 

content tagging device from a user of the second content tagging device; 
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calculate an estimated time that the activity occurred based on the first selection time 

and the second selection time; 

create a second media clip from a portion of the first primary media recording at a 

time during the first primary media recording corresponding to the estimated time.  

23, The server of claim 22, wherein the selection time comprises a time of day recorded 

by the second content tagging device when the indication was received by the second content 

tagging device.  

24. The server of claim 3, wherein each of the selection times comprise an elapsed time 

from a start time of a respective one of the primary media recordings as each respective one 

of the primary media recordings was reviewed by a user of each content tagging device, 

respectively.  

25. The server of claim 3, wherein the one or more instances of activity identification 

information each further comprises an indication of a first predefined activity indicator 

selected by a respective user of a respective content tagging device, the first predefined 

activity indicator associated with an activity that occurred during the event, wherein the 

machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to: 

store the one or more media clips in the memory in association with the first 

predefined activity that occurred during the event.  

26. The server of claim 3, wherein at least one of the one or more instances of activity 

identification information comprises a time duration, wherein the machine-readable 

instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to create the one or more 

media clips comprising one or more portions of one or more of the primary media recordings, 

each of the one or more portions equal in duration to the time duration.  

27. The server of claim 25, wherein at least one of the one or more instances of activity 

identification information further comprises a pre-activity time indicative of a portion of the 

first activity to be included in the one or more media clips that occur prior to receipt of the 

indication, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause 

the server to create the one or more media clips comprising one or more portions of the one 
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or more primary media recording equal in duration to the time duration, beginning at a time 

of receipt of the indication less the pre-activity time.  

28. The server of claim 25, wherein the timing information further comprises a post

activity time indicative of a portion of the event to be included in the media clip that occurs 

after receipt of the indication, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that cause the server to create the media clip comprising a portion of the primary 

media recording equal in duration to the time duration, ending at a time of receipt of the 

indication plus the post-activity time.  

29. The server of claim 3, wherein the memory further stores a time duration associated 

with one of the one or more instances of activity identification information, wherein the 

machine-readable instructions further comprise instructions that cause the server to create the 

one or more media clips comprising one or more portions of the one or more primary media 

recordings, each of the one or more portions equal in duration to the time duration.  

30. The server of claim 29, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive a request from one of the content tagging devices to change one of the time 

durations to a user-selected time duration; and 

create at least one of the one or more media clips using the user-selected time 

duration.  

31. The server of claim 3, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

retrieve first event identification information from a first primary media recording 

from a first content capture device, the first event identification information comprising 

information that identifies at least one attribute of an event: 

retrieve second event identification information from a first content tagging device, 

the second event identification information comprising information that identifies at least one 

attribute of an event; 

compare the first event identification information to the second event identification 

information; and 
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create at least one media clip from the first primary media recording when at least 

some of the first event identification information matches at least some of the second event 

identification information.  

32. The server of claim 31, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the at least media clip in the memory in association with the event identified by 

the first and second event identification information.  

33. The server of claim 31, wherein the first event identification information and the 

second event identification information each comprise an event code assigned to the event 

that uniquely identifies the event.  

34. The server of claim 31, wherein the first event identification information and the 

second event identification information each comprise an event code assigned to the event 

that uniquely identifies the event, and wherein the machine-readable instructions further 

comprise instructions that causes the server to: 

identify a first event from the first event identification information; 

determine that the first event has not yet been assigned an event code; and 

assign the event code when the first event has not yet been assigned an event code.  

35. The server of claim 34, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

determine whether at least some of the second event identification information 

matches the first event identification information; and 

transmit the event code to a the first content tagging device when at least some of the 

second event identification information matches at least some of the first event identification 

information for use in subsequent transmissions by the first content tagging device.  

36. The server of claim 34, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

transmit the event code to at least one of the one or more content tagging devices; 

whereas the at least one content tagging device includes the event code in subsequent 

transmissions of activity identification information.  
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37. The server of claim 3, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the one or more media clips in the memory, each of the one or more media clips 

stored in association with a respective one of the one or more instances of the activity 

identification information used to create a respective media clip; 

receive search criteria from a content consumption device via the network interface; 

compare the search criteria to the activity identification information associated with 

each of the one or more media clips; and 

provide one or more of the one or more media clips to the content consumption device 

when at least some of the search criteria matches at least some of the activity identification 

information associated with the one or more media clips.  

38. The server of claim 22, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

store the second media clip in the memory in association with the second activity 

identification information; 

receive search criteria from a content consumption device via the network interface; 

compare the search criteria to the activity identification information and the second 

activity identification information; and 

provide the media clip to the content consumption device when at least some of the 

search criteria matches at least some of the activity identification information associated with 

the media clip, and provide the second media clip to the content consumption device when at 

least some of the search criteria matches at least some of the second activity identification 

information associated with the second media clip.  

39, The server of claim 3, wherein the machine-readable instructions further comprise 

instructions that causes the server to: 

receive a display preference from the content consumption device, the display 

preference indicating a preferred presentation of the one or more media clips; and; 

present an indication of one or more of the one or more media clips to the content 

consumption device in accordance with the display preference.  
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40. The server of claim 37, wherein the display preference comprises a request to view 

media clips in accordance with a first attribute, wherein the machine-readable instructions 

further comprise instructions that causes the server to: 

determine whether at least some of the one or more instances of activity identification 

information comprises the first attribute; and 

present one or more of the one or more media clips in association with the first 

attribute when the activity identification information of any of the one or more media clips 

comprises the first attribute.  
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